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Abstract

Shared memory prov ides a general purpose and easy programming environment in parallel/distributed computer systems. Ef-ficient distributed shared memory in a large-scale
system requires cachi ng of remote data and management of its consistency.
ln thi s thesis, a method for constructing an efficient system of di stributed shared mem-

ory is described. Its main feature is the li ghtweight hardware management, supported
by sharing information with the hierarchy in an interconnection network and multi casting/combining of messages. The method obviates the following subsystems and approaches which are expensive and heavyweight in terms of added hardware: directory
memory in proportion t:o tl1e number of processors, separate memory components for the
directory, tags and state information, and protocol processors. ln the method outlined in
this work, the directory scheme, hierarchical coarse directory, requires log log n memory,
where n is the number of processors in tl1e system. A single byte per shared memory block
is thu s sufficient to cover a massively paraLlel system and thi s makes access to tl1e directory
cheap in terms of processing. In addition, the directories, tags, and state information are all
located in main memory, and a memory controller manages the required protocols. Neither
a specialized protocol processor nor separate memory components are thus required.
A prototype parallel computer that implements thi s di stributed shared memory and the
combining of messages with lightweight hardware has been developed. When a matrix is
raised to the n tl1 power by an 8-processor syst.em, the execution with message combining
is 7.7% faster than that without combining. In LU-contig of SPLASH-2 execution using
the hardware di stributed shared memory, execution on an 8-processor system produced an
execution time 81% of tllat for a single processor. The res ults show that the method used
delivers the advantages of parallel.ization.
Moreover, the applicati on of the distributed shared memory scheme to a large-scale
system has been examined. The system th at has been developed, with the hierarchical
coarse directory, and multicasting and combining of messages used for cache coherence
transactions performs such transaction s mu ch faster than existing f11llmap schemes, when
the number of shari ng processors is large.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Exploitation of parallelism is one way to achieve faster processing, especially in the future
when the improvement of sequential processing speed on a computer will be satllfated. The
model of the parallel and distributed computer, and, in particular, the massively parallel and
distributed computer system, is attracti ng a great deal of attention as a replacement for the
single processor system. Moreover, introduction of a paraUel and distributed computer
is a good choice from the point of view of cost performance since such a system can. be
made from a number of identical sets of components, which can receive benefit from mass
production.
Programming must take parallel execution into consideration to realize the potential
high performance of a parallel computer. There are two basic approaches to parallel programming: one depends on a shared memory model, and the other depends on a messagepassing model. The shared memory model has the identical view of memory address for
every processor, and inter-processor communications are thus done implicitly via memory variables. On the other hand, the message passing model requires that communication
functions (send, receive) be explicitly written in a program code. It is desirable that a paraBel system provides both programming models in its user interface, since the two styles
of parallel progmmming coexist at present.
When a system implements shared memory at the hardware or OS level, a trap routine
on a processor or a dedicated hardware element will directly read or write to memory at the
add res speci tied in user space. Ln a system that implements message passing, a message
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invoked by a send function is temporruily inserted into the kemel buffering space in U1e

cannot be statically found. The use of local caches of remote data is effective because they

receiving processing node, and a receive func tion then takes it out of the buffering space

can minimize degradation of the overall perfmmance by minimizing the latency for remote

and places the content of the message in user address space. Shared memory is thus a better

memory access. ln this situation, a cache consistency problem arises. That is, when there

communication mechani sm in terms of the less frequent memory access it requires.

is m ore than one copy of a given memory block in the caches at the various processing

A system with a communication mechani sm that i s based on shru·ed memory can em-

nodes and a processor writes new data to one such cache, the other processors will be read-

ul ate message passing commun ications. T he send and receive functions can be provided

ing obsolete values unless the new data is reflected in all of the caches or the copies are

by simpl y allocating space for a communicati on buffer in the shru·ed memory space at the

discarded.

destination processing node, and then reading and writing to data and flag variables in the

Caching of remote memory means that it is necessary to create local copies of remote

buffer. Thi s U1esis is thus focused, from here on the use of shared memory as U1e system 's

data, decide whether data to be accessed is in a cache or not and if it is, whether there ru·e
other copies, and in general manage cache coherence, particularly for write request access.

communication mechanism.
Shared memory can be implemented as either a symmetric multiprocessor system
(SMP) or distributed shared memory (DSM). In an SMP, U1e processors and main memory

ln the design of DSM wiU1 a cache system, it is a problem to be solved how efficienlly the
cache management is performed.

areas are all connected by a shared bus or a multistage interconnection network (MIN) such
as the Omega Network [31 , 34] or Benes Network [6], ru1d the physical distance between
ru1y processor ru1d any main memory area is the same. A bus-based SMP requires exclu-

1.1

Implementation styles of distributed shared memory

sive access to U1e main memory areas, and the bus can easily be saturated when there are
many processors in the system. Therefore, bus connection is unsuitable for large-scale sys-

DSM may be implemented in one of three ways: in software scheme, as a hybrid of soft-

tems. An M.JN connection consists of multi stage switching elements between processors

ware and hardware, and in hardware. In a software schem e [15, 52], a proce sing element

and memory components, and Ums has an inherent fixed latency for every memory access

creates copi es of data in local main memory (caches), decides whether data to be accessed

that is determined by the number of processors Oog2 n in omega network with

is in the cache or not , and manages cache coherence and communications. Processing over-

n proces-

sors). It is thus difficult to speed the system up by optimizing the aJTangement of data for

heads for software management of caching are not small because of time-sharing executi on

parallel programming.

of a processor, that is, including overheads caused by context switches, system calls and

Distributed shared memory (DSM) is effective architecture when SMl' structure is dif-

(Jap hru1dling, but special hardware is not required.

ficult to apply because of a large number of processor in the system [13]. Mru1y different

Shared virtual memory originated by fVY [39, 40] uses hardware page management

hardware and software approaches have been proposed for implementing DSM [41 , 48].

mechanisms (i.e. , a memory management unit (MMU) ru1d a translation lookaside buffer

In DSM, the latency of memory accesses will be not uniform because the main memories

(TLB) in each proces ing element), and uses page fault trap to invoke remote memory

are distributed runong the processing nodes. The latency will be longer when a processor

accesses and cache cohere nce processing. That is, a page fault trap is triggered when initial

accesses data in a physicall y more di stant processing node. Reducing the number of re-

reading of a given remote data appears, and the trap routine generates a Tead-only page

mote memory reference in a program by optimizing the an·angemen t of data is desirable

entry in a page table aJld local copy of the page. When a processor is going to write data to

measure because it can reduce actual remote memory access. The measure is, however, not

the page, ao access violation trap occurs and cache coherence is processed.

applicable if the program includes i.rregulru· data shari ng pattems, or if the sharing pauern

Although thi s scheme reduces software overheads when a processor reads data after U1e

4
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commercial processor.

ing cache coherence over write operations remain, and the invocation of a remote request

There are examples of software DSM systems th at achieve a scalable performance im -

takes up more time because the processors must execut e a trap or system cal l routine.

provement by optimizing communication/synchronizati on, although the scale of the sys-

Moreover, shared data is cached in page uni ts, which causes false sharing leading to per-

te ms is not large and the improvement varies according to the nature of the appl ication

formance degradation due to the excessive use of network resources. Implementation of

[46]. A software DSM or hybrid scheme of software and hardware is, therefore, one

DSM that fuUy or prutially requires softwru·e management general ly carries not only soft-

soluti on for a parallel and distributed computer wi th a fas t interconnection network that

wru·e overheads, but also bottlenecks caused by the weak performance of the network. It is

avoids the high costs of special components for hardware DSM or a complicated consis-

thus difficult to achieve high performance in a large-scale parallel syste m [14]. Therefore,

tency model in hardware. A more efficient large-scale system will , however, be establ ished

optimization to minimize commwlication is indispensable.
A hru·dware schemes allows all software overheads on a processing element to be
reduced by providing hardware mechanisms that are dedi cated to cache management

wi th a cost-efficient lightweight hardware DSM mechanism fo r applications that req uire
[me-grain communications/synchronizations ll4]. Thi s thesis aims at providing a method
of constm cting an efficient lightweight, low-cost hardware DSM system.

[18 , 32, 38]. Simultaneous process ing by a processor and communication/management
hardware can deliver high performance DSM. The costs of the special DSM hardware must
be consi dered , however, since softwru·e implementation don't require such special hardware

1.2

Directory schemes of hardware DSM systems

and can be implemented on standard commercial PC or workstation clusters. Under exist-

In a DSM system based on CC-NUMA (Cache Coherent Non-Uniform Memory Access)

ing condi tions where the perfom1ance of software schemes based on one of several release

system, sharing information mu st be managed. Shared memory space is divided into

consistency models l2, 7, 10, 2 1, 30] or an optimizing compiler [23, 46, 51] is improving,

blocks. Sharing information indicates whether or not the block is shared and whe01er it

a hardware system loses its merit if it crumot provide a perfonnance improvement that is

has been updated or not, and includes a directory that identifies the places where proces-

proportional to the cost of the special hardware.

sors are holding a copy of the block.

One factor which rai ses hardware costs is the use of a protocol proces or in existing

The memory space taken up by the directories increases with the scale of the system.

hardware DSM systems. Although a dedicated protocol processor is useful for imple-

Therefore, the stmcture and size of directories will affect the hardware costs and perfor-

menti ng various coherence protocols, it carries an overhead in terms of the execution of

mance. Directory schemes are classified into two types: one type completely identifies the

instructions to invoke processes for memory or cache management, that are implemented

processors that hold a copy of a block, and the o01er identifies the processors incompletely.

in hardware alone in bus-based SMP system. Moreover, a protocol processor will cost more

T he former has a problem in that it requires a lru·ge amount of memory for directory storage

than a processing element since few will be produced, and its sophisticated structure has

when 01ere are many processors in a system or a problem in that an access overhead to a

the disadvantage that requires a long time to develop. When commercial processors are

directory is large when the directory size is larger than the bit width of a memory compo-

used in a parallel computer system, the design of 01e protocol processor and the other com-

nent or the structure of the directory is based on a linked list. Two general schemes for

ponents depends largely on the inte1face of the processors. Hardware systems, therefore,

incomplete identifi cation: one in which 01e number of processors that can share a block

appear after the processors. As a result, expensive hardware systems don' t have a long life

is limited and the other in whi ch the processors that share a block are identified roughl y,

in terms of advanced and latest processing power. Both the hardware costs and 01e long

that is, a group 01at includes the processors which share a block is indicated. Both lake up

development period are serious problems from the point of view of the fast evolution of a

relati vely less memory than complete identificati on but there are still significant overhead

CHAPTER 1. JNTRODUCTION
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cased by broadcasting or multicasting of coherence messages when many processors share
a block.

1.2. DIRECTORY SCHEMES OF HARDWARE DSM SYSTEMS

Table 1.1: Size of directories with complete sharing infom1ation.

I

Directory
overflow

software
emulated
full map

y

(a) full map directory

7

Size

I Notes
n processors in a system

n

fu ll map

limit x a pointer size overnow invokes software exec.

LimitLESS

a pointer size

chained
hierarchical bit-map

I::k'=t(n

+ l )k

traces a linked list

n-ary tree of height m

(b) LimitLESS directory

full map scheme. Although this directory requires less memory than fullmap when the system has many processors, execution of the software creates a large processing overhead.
A chained directory is small because it is a pointer, the structure, however, results in long
access latencies caused by sequential access to linked directories. Therefore, it is necessary
to keep the number of sharing processors low by employing an invalidation protocol when
a chained directory is used.
(c) chained directory

(d) hierarchical bit-map directory

Figure I. I: Directory structures with complete sharin g information.

ln the hierarchical bit-map directory used in COMA (Cache-Only Memory Architecture) [18], shari ng information for a memory block is distributed, that is, fullmap information is partitioned into sub-bitmaps among hierarch ical levels in the tree network as shown
in Figure 1.1 (d). The directOiy size, therefore, increases with the scale of the system. It

The fuJlmap directory Lll], LimitLESS directory ll2]. chained directory [24, 62] and
hierarchical bit-map directory ll8] hold complete infom1ation on sharing (Figure 1.1 ). The
fullmap directory system assigns I bit to each process.ing node in a system to indicate
whether the processing node holds a copy of the relevant memory block. Since this scheme
requires memory in proportion to the number of processing nodes in the DSM systems, it

requires I::k'= 1 (n

+ l)k

bits for each memory block in an n-ary tree of height m . More

memory is thus req uired than for a fullmap directory. The scheme inherently increases
communication latency, since it requires access to a part of the directory at every level of
the hierarchy. Accordingly, the direct01y should be stored in high speed memory to prevent
the high network latency from degrading system perfom1ance.

is not suitable for large-scale systems. Multiple access to the directory memory is also re-

Consequently, when directories which have complete information on the locations of

quired if the number of processing nodes exceeds the width of a single access, for example,

block copies are used in a large-scale system , the problems are that the directory is large,

32 or 64 bits.
A LimitLESS directory system places a hardware limitation on the number of processors that can share a block in order to reduce the memory requirement. The directory has

that access latency is high, or that protocol processing by a pro tocol proces or/processing
element induces large overheads for software execution . Table 1.1 shows the directory size
of these schemes.

the limited number of pointers to point to processors with the block copies. When the num-

On the other hand, thelinlited directmy l4], superset scheme 14], coarse vector scheme

ber of copies held exceeds the limit, a protocol processor or processing element emulates a

ll7] and pseudo-fullmap directory 1.42] obtain a size tbat is not proportional to the number

8
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lot of extra communication. It is thus imp01tant to keep the sharing number low by using
ertlow
....... repla;ement
broadcast

~

/1/ o / x / o /1/ o / 1 / x /
sharing
processors

+

10001010 lOOOlOll
10101010 10101011

an invalidation protocol.
In the superset scheme (Figure 1.2(b)), the directory is represented by a composite

pointer that is made out of two pointers. Each field of the composite pointer is in one

(a) limited directory

(b) supei:Set scheme

of three states: 0, 1, or X, and is thu s composed of two bits. X mean "both" 0 and
1. When a processor joi ns in sharing members, that is, generates a copy of the memory

®
0
Q

block, the processor number is compared with the pointer, and bit fields where the two
copy holder

copy not exist
group

patterns di ffer are set to X. This scheme makes a superset of processors that have a copy
of the block, and can point to a max imum of 2k cop.ies by using two poi nters with a length
of k. Du ring a coherence transaction, coherence messages are sent to all processors that
correspond to aU bit patterns obtained by substituting the X bits with all combinations of

(c) coarse vector scheme

Os and ls. Hence, a processor whi ch does not hold a copy of the block mi ght receive
the coherence messages. This leads to redundant communicati ons. For example, when
two processors whose numbers are " 10101011 " and " 10001010" share a memory block,

Ill home of a block
copy holder

D

copy not exist

(d) pscudo - fullmap directory

the composite pointer is " lOXOlOI X" and other " 10101 010" and " 10001 0 11 " processors
receive the messages, as shown in the figure.
In a coarse vector scheme (Figure 1.2(c)), processors are grouped and a bit is assigned

to each group. Groups are then identified by the same way as full map scheme. The number
of processors th at the scheme can cover is k times the bit width of the directory where k is

Figure I .2: Directory structures with incomplete sharing information.

a size of each group. Here, redundant coherence messages mi ght be sent as in the superset
scheme since all processors in any group in which one or more processors have a block
copy are regarded as a copy holder. In the figure, all white processors in group A and B

of processors by using incomplete informati on on shating (Figure 1.2). The Limited direc-

recei ve the messages.

tory (Figure 1.2(a)) uses a limited number of pointers to processors with cached copi es,

The pseudo-fullmap directory (Figure l .2(d)) reduces the memory required by usi ng

and the directory size, therefore, does not increase in proportion to the system scale. How-

bit-maps th at correspond to each level of the hierarchy in a tree interconnection network.

ever, multiple access to directory memory may be required since the bit width of a limited

There are three schemes in the pseudo-fullmap directory, LPRA (Local Precise Remote

directory can not be said to be small. For example, when there are 1000 processors and the

Approxi mate), SM (Single Map), an d LARP (Local Approx im ate Remote Precise). LPRA

limit number is four, the directory requires forty bits, which imposes two-step access to

scheme specifies near processors precisely and more distant processors roughl y. LARP is a

directory memory through 32-bit wide memory bus. Moreover, when the number of copies

complementary scheme of LPRA, that is, specifies distant processors precisely and rearer

reaches the limit , a next generation of a copy forces cache replacement by victimi zing an

processors roughly. In SM scheme, all network nodes at a level use a unique bit-map. Here,

existi ng copy or broadcasting of a coherence message to all processors, whi ch leads to a

directori es are only accessed at the respecti ve home processors because each di rectory can

10
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only be maintained at its home processor. On the other hand, a hi erarchical bit-map directory req uires that the directory be looked up at each level of the interconnection hierarchy.
Figure 1.2(d) is an example of LPRA scheme. A pseudo-full map directory scheme takes
up the amount of memory proportional to logn when the number of processors is n, and
the incompleteness of shari ng infonnation leads to redundant communications in cache
coherence transacti ons (on dotted lines in the figure) .
Table 1.2 shows the size for 1l1ese incomplete di rectory schemes.
Table 1.2: Size of directories with incomplete sharing information.
Directory
I
Size
I Notes
limited

limit x a pointer size overfl ow invokes hardware broadcast
or replacement

superset scheme

2 x logn

coarse vector scheme

n/ k
nxm

pseudo-fullmap

n processors in a system
k is the size of a group
n-ary tree of height m

Figure 1.3: An example of a typical hardware DSM system.

Schemes with complete identification such as the fullmap directory that requi re memory

1.3

Outline of lightweight hardware approach

in proportion to the number of processors are unsuitable, in terms of hardware costs, for
use in a large-scale system. l t is therefore n ecessary to find a di rectory scheme that uses

Figure 1.3 shows an example of a ty pical hardware DSM system. The problem is to find

incomplete information to occupy a small amount of memory, has a low access latency, and

a way of implementing a DSM system at low cost, with simple hard ware, and over a short

needs no software execution or redundant broadcasting.

period.
We propose that a lightweight hardware DSM should have the foll owing characteristics.

The major factor in the costliness of hardware DSM systems is the use of hi gh speed
SRAM to save directories, and tags and state information. The performance improvement
that results ii·om the use of high speed memory is affected by the freq uency of reference to

• Directory structure occupying a small amount of memory and requiring the low access overhead
• Elimination of the need for separate high speed memory components for the directory, tags, and state in formation

shared variabl es in a program and the frequency of cache-miss operations. If the frequency
is low, the use of costly SRAM is not cost-effective.
The cost of dedicated protocol processor hardware is high, too, and there is a problem
in that generally its development term can onl y be subsequent to the appearance of the
commercial general-purpose processor on which the system is based. Delays caused by

• No ded icated protocol processor

the executi.on of its software can slow communications and increase the latency of remote
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memory access. In terms of both cost and performance, therefore it is important to find a

hardware-based DSM systems. The system proposed places sharing information in

method of replacing the protocol processor wi th lightweight hardware.

main memories and makes the hardwired logic in a memory cont roller manage it.
The method establi shes a way to reduce hardware costs and to use lightweight hard-

ln this thesis, we describe a lightweight hardware DSM scheme that does, in fact , elimi -

ware for cache protocol control.

nate the drawbacks to hardware costs and performance outlined above. We employ the distance between processors with copies of a block as the directory infonnation, and place the

3. Proposal of efficient communi cation by using dynamic multicasting and combining

directories, tags, and state information in main memory so tbat separate high speed SRAMs
This directory scheme causes increased in ter-processor communication because the

are not needed. Moreover, cache management is implemented wi th a small overhead and at

sharing information is incomplete. For cache coherence transactions, dynamic mul ti-

low cost by using simple logic hardware. Therefore, nei ther a dedicated protocol processor

casting and combining mechanisms of messages by the h.ierarchica] interconnection

nor executi on of a special program is needed. The simple directory structure and Jack of a

network are used in order to decrease the number of redundant messages and to guar-

protocol processor do, however, lead to a ceti:ain amount of redundant inter-processor mes-

antee efiicient communicati ons.

sages. Hierarchi cal multicasting and combining techniques by an interconnection network
dynanucally cut redundant messages and keep the system efficient. ln order to construct

4. Implementation and verification of lightweight hardware DSM

CC-NUMA system, the only extn components that need to be added to the basic distributed

A prototype parallel computer that incorporates these principles has been con-

memory system are a small amount of simple hardwired logic in memory controllers and

structed. This DSM methodology has also been shown to deliver the advantages

the sw itching nodes in the interconnection network.

of parallelization by running several programs as tests.
5. Consideration of the method's qualities on a large-scale system

1.4

Contributions

Measured time values for the prototype machine are used as the basis for an analys is
that shows its applicability to large-scale systems. T he system is also compared with

Th.is thesis makes the follow ing contributions.

an other DSM system.
1. Proposal of a directory scheme with a size that is greatl y reduced by using luerarch.i -

cal distance

1.5

Thesis organization

This directory scheme is used in a system wit11 a hi erarchically structured interconnection network that inherently includes tree structure. The subtree which includes

Chapter 2 describes the new directory scheme which solves the problem with the size of

all processors with a copy of the block is considered to be a 'sharing group '. The

directories in ex isti ng systems, and shows how the directory is generated and where the

benefit is that the size of the directory is smaller than those of any other existing

information of directories, cache tags and state is located. Chapter 3 describes the methods

directory scheme.

u sed to reduce redundant messages for coherence transactions, and explains generalized
comb ining that supports the DSM system. Chapter 4 shows how the directory structw-e is

2. Achievement of lightweight and low-cost cache management

applied to cache protocols, and outlines the network transaction used in the hardware DSM

The use of a dedicated protocol processor or hi.gh speed SRA.M to ho.ld directo-

system. In Chapter 5, the architecture of the prototype parallel computer and implementa-

ries, tags and state info1mation is a primary factor in the !ugh cost of hardware in

tion of the DSM mechanism are described. In Chapter 6 gives results for act ual programs

14
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running on the prototype, and the system's effectiveness is discussed in terms of the results. Chapter 7 is a discussion and analysis of methods that are effective for large-scale
systems. Related works about hardware DSM systems, message combining schemes, and
reduction schemes of coherence messages are described in Chapter 8. Chapter 9 concl udes
the thesis.

Chapter 2
Hierarchical Coarse Directory
2.1

Overview

The first step in constructing a DSM system with lightweight hardware is the establishment
of a directory system with small directories and low access latency. A method that completely identifies all processors that have cached copies of a memory bl ock unavoi dably
takes up memory space that is at least proportional to the scale of the system. Jt is thus necessary to set a limitation on the number of processors with cached copies such as a limited
directory or to represent the sha1ing information in some way that does not require ali such
processors to be fully and exactly specified.
ln this thesis, we propose a "hierarchical coarse directory" scheme. This scheme greatly
reduces the size of the directories by using a hierarchi cal distance witbin the interconnection network. The size for n processing elements is O(log log n) . In order to minimize the
need for extra hardware, directories, tags, and records of the state of copies in caches are
located in main memories instead of in dedicated memories, and are managed by a memory
controll er. That is, a memory controller handles shruing info rmation in the main memory
according to memory access requests from processing elements or from outside the processing node. The lightweight hard ware control obviates the need for a protocol processor
or execution of software for cache management.
The simplicity of the directory structure and the method of management might increa e
the volume of network packets du ring transactions to maintain consistency. Light weight

]5
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hardware extensions, multicasting and combining of massages by the interconnection network, dynamically decrease the number of network packets and achieve efficient transactions by preventing sequential processing of network messages. The extensions are described in Chapter 3.

2.2

Hierarchical coarse directory

2.2.1

The definition

(a) maximum shared distance= 1

The hierarchical coarse directory is a way of keeping the directories smalll57, 58, 59, 60].
We assume that a tree sh·ucture can be physically embedded in the intercormection network.
For example, a hypercube [65, 67], the fat-tree [36] in CM-5 [37] and the RDT network
[26] in JUMP-1 [1) include a tree structure. A home processor 1 is stati.cally assigned to
each memory block. A home processor manages the directory which records data-sharing
information of the block by using the "maximum shared distance". Here, the "maximum
shared distance" is half of the number of hops between the home processor and the most
distant processor with a cached copy of the block. In other words, the distance is the height
of the minimum subtree which includes all processors that have a copy of the block.
Figure 2.1 is an illustration of the hierarchical coarse directory structure. The gray

(b) maximum shared distance = 2

leaves in the figure represent processors which have a copy of the block ("block holders"),
and the area of the mesh indicates the "shared area" in which processors may have a copy

Figure 2.1: Hierarchical coarse directory.

of the block. In Figure 2.1 (a), the home processor and one of its next-door neighbors in
the network hierarchy hold a copy of the block. Therefore, the maximum shared distance
in this exan1ple is one. The maximum shared distance depicted in Figure 2.1 (b) is two

figure, the white leaves in the shared area). To tl1e home processor, these processors also

since the shared area is in a subtree of the network with a height of 2. (ln the actual

seem to have a copy. The simplicity of the directory representation causes an inaccuracy,

hardware implementation, the height of the tree is decreased by one in order to simplify

an overesti mation of the number of block holders. The overestimation does not, however,

the calculating hardware. The distance depicted in Figure 2.1 (a), for example, is 0, and tl1e

influence cache consistency. When a processor that does not have a copy receives a coher-

distance in Figure 2.1 (b) i s I. )

ence message from the home processor, it has only to return a dummy acknowledgement

The shared area may include processors that don ' t have a copy of the block (in the
1 \¥hen

a processing node is a multiprocessor cluster with a shared bus, the term uprocessor'' is replaced

by ·'clusJer".

message. The procedure maintains cons.istency.
The hierarchical coarse directory is log2 1ogk n wide where n is the number of processing elements and the network has a k-ary tree structure. This is smaller th an any existing
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directory scheme. For example, a four-bi t directory for each memory block is suffi cient to
cover directory in formation for a massively parallel system that contai ns more than 64,000
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3. Result
T he final distance is calcu lated as:

processors connected by a binary network. Moreover, thi s directory system accompli shes
the reduction of required memory without limitations on the number of copies.
Software implementation

2.2.2

Calculation of the distance

Here, we consider calculating a hierarchical distance between two processor numbers

In the hierarchical coarse directory system , a home processor mu st calcul ate the hierarchi-

in software on a commercial processor, without specia l hardware support. The network is

cal distance between itself and a requesting processor. The following is the procedure for

assumed to be a 4-ary with a height of eight. An exampl e of the algorithm written inC

calcul ating the hierarchical distance.

language is shown as follows.
unsign ed long distance(unsigned long pl ,

I. Processor number

unsigned long p2)

Firstly, a processor number is statically assigned to each processor. To deal with the
hierarchy, the processor number A is expressed as the k-ary number:

unsigned long e x clusive ;
int i ;

(A, E {0, 1, ... , k- 1})
where k indicates the order of branching in the tree stmcture, and N is the height of

exclusive

pl - p2 ;

the network, that is, there are kN processors in all. The above Ai is expressed as the
binary number:

for

(i=7 ; i>=O ; i -- , e xclusive <<= 2)

if ((ex clusive

&

OxCOOO)

! = 0)

return i ;

for convenience of use with logical operations/circuits later.
return 0 ;

2. Expression with exclusive OR
Next, it is necessary to derive the expression with exclusive OR of a pair of two
processor numbers A , D. The exclusive OR value C is the binary number:

(C; E {0, !} ).

The function "distance" receives two processor numbers (p1, p2), generates the value
of excl usive OR of pi and p2, detects the hierarchy level that indicates the hierarchi ca l
distance by using a loop index, and returns the value of the index as a resul t.
The compilation2 of thi s function generates the fo llowing SPARC [54] assembly lan-

The above C; .is the value of the di sj unction of exclusive ORs:

guage code.
"The fun ction compiled by gee version 2.7.2.3 with optimization "-04".
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_distance :

Here, A; and B; are the following two-bit binary numbers:

x or %o0 , %ol , %g2

(a;J,Uio

mov 7 , %o0
sethi %hi (4 9152 ) , %g3
Ll8 :
andcc %g 2 , %g 3 , %g0

21
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E {0, 1})

(l1;1 , bw E {0 , 1} ).
That is, A and B can be expressed by the bit sequences:

bn e L21
nop
addcc %o 0 , - l, %o 0
bpos Ll8
sll %g2 , 2 , %g2
mov 0 , %o0
L21 :

Figure 2.2 illustrates an example of the logica.l circuit that can generate the hierarcltical
distance for two processor numbers. A 3-bit binary number (C2 C 1 0 o) is generated as the
result. The si mpl e circuit shown can cope with a system contai ning over 64,000 processors.
In the design of an integrated circuit, the few stages of logic will have little influence on

retl

the size of the circuit or the critical path in signal propagation delay. The simpl e hardware

nop

can generate the hierarchical distance more quickly and with a more lightweight processing
load than software on a protocol processor or a processing element.

The calculation contains at least eight instructions. ln the worst case, 53 instructions
needs to be executed for the ca lculati on.
Although a fa ter procedure is implemented by preparing a table that contains result
values in a memory, execution of three instructions at least is indispensable and enough
memory space is needed.
Hardware implementation
A simple logical circuit can implement the calcul ation of a di stance. As an example,
we illustrate the circuit for an interconnection network th at is a 4-ary tree with a height
of eight (the same condition as the above software implementation). This network covers
48 = 65, 536 processors. Processor A and Bare assigned the numbers:

2.3

Directory storage

ln order to perform cache management qui ckly, directories, tags and state information are
stored in fast SRAMs in several directory-based hardware DSM systems. When a processor
issues a memory-read request, for example, the management mechanism starts to access
data in main memories(DRAMs) or caches of remote data at the same time as it is reading
the sharing information in the SRAMs. This parallel processing makes a rapid response to
the requester.
The use of fast SRAMs, or any other kind of dedicated memory for the caches, however, is a primary factor in increasing the hardware costs. The architecture described in this
thesis holds all directories, tags, state information, and caches of remote data in the main
memories. A memory controller takes charge of both the management of the sharing information and data transfer systems. The impl ementation costs and the number of pins on
the chip are affected by equipping a main memory with an additiona.l access bank or port
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for the sharing information. Therefore, we discu ss the method of having a basic memory
controller successively access the sharing information and target data, and compare it with
the method of dedicated memory for the directories, tags and state information.
When a processor accesses a variable in shared memory space:

))

D
ll

D
ll

,_HD

1. it hits its own internal caches; or

2. it hits the caches for remote data in its processing node; or

D-

3. it misses all caches.

0~

~

~EP~~, FrO-

In case 1, there is no overhead since the access is processed enti rely in the processor.

c.

In case 3, the difference of the latency for access to the loca l main memory either once or
twice has a little influence because of the necessity of a transaction with elements outside

c.

the processing node. In case 2, the access latency depends on whether or not there is
dedicated memory, that is, whether access to the main memory is once or twice.

Co

If there are two steps, the directory, tags and state information are read fi rst and the
tru·get data is then accessed. The data width for the first step will take no more than a single
access (64 bits, for exan1ple) to DRAM because the directory is small (three or fom bits).

ll

lD
ll

D
ll
8 31 8 30 8 2.1 a20 811 810

r-JD

:[)-

The total latency for both steps, therefore, is no more than twice that for access to the target

0

hit the cache or not. Here, we assume that all references to shared memory are perfonned as

v

data, which might consist of multiple double-words3 .
It is diffi cult to accurately estimate whether each memory reference in a program will

in case 2, where the influence caused by the difference between one- and two-step access
is remarkable. All references to local variables are also assumed to be access to a main
memory, and the latency is equivalent to that for one-step access. Let the latency for a
single access4 to the tru·get data be t, and the ratio of references to shared variables to all
memory references in a program be a

(0 ~ a

~

1). T he average latencies for one- and

two-step access, T 1 and T 2 , ru·e respectively:
Figure 2.2: Example of the circuit th at generates the hierru·chical distance.
T1 = (1 - a)t +at = t
3ln genera1, the size of data equals that of a cache line.
4 A processor immediately restarts executi on after it receives the fi rst word . T he latency for the fi rst word
in the target memory block is thus taken up here.
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T2 = (1- a)t + 2at = (1 + a)t.
lf the difference T2- T 1 = cd is trivial, the overhead of the two-step access method can be
said to be small. Usually, t is about four cycles of the clock freq uency on the memory bus.

a bas been estimated by using actual programs. A compiler that detects access to shared
variables [23, 46] was applied to SPLASH-2 programs[64]. Although dynamic factors

Chapter 3

such as loop counts might influence the execution, the results can be regarded as a rough
indicator. Table 2.1 shows the name of each program, reference counts of loca l variables,
reference counts of shared variables and the value of a. From the results, the difference

at is from 0.0247 to 0.1891 cycles, which is not large and does not indicate a signifi.cantly

Lightweight Extension

degraded performance for the two-step method. Therefore, the directories, tags and state
information are located in the main memmies which the memory controller accesses twice
when a request is toward shared variables.

The simp.licity of the hierarchical coarse directory structure and the absence of a protocol processor increase the volume of network communications. This chapter describes a

Table 2 .J·.. The number of times local and shared memory are accessed
0.
Local variable access Shared variable access
Program
LU-Contig

7,667

136

0.017429

Radix

3,433

106

0.029952

FFT

6,647

152

0.022356

method for reducing the number of messages by dynamic mechanisms in the interconnection network.

3.1

Hierarchical multicasting and combining

Water-NS

15,415

255

0.016273

Identical messages must frequently be transported to many or all processing elements dur-

Water-SP

26,654

389

0.014384

ing consistency processing such as invalidation or update. The transport performance can

Raytrace

129,323

803

0.006171

be improved by utilizing hierarchical multicasting. For example, when an invalidation i.s

479

0.008871

processed for a shared memory block, the home processor assigned in advance to the mem-

0.047286

ory block issues only a single invalidation message. Each switching node in the network

Barnes
Ocean-Noncontig

53,518
16,642

826

that has received the message multicasts it in all the directions that lead to a node within
the shared area. Figure 3.1 shows the multicasting operation when the maximum shared
distance is 2.
The directory scheme affects the multicasting method. ln implementation of multicasting, a directory with complete infmmation, such as a fuUmap directory requires that a
network packets for multicasting include a group of destination processor numbers or the
directory itselJ. The former approach makes the multicasting metl10d impractical when
the number of destination processors is large. For example, when the system has I ,000
25
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Figure 3.1: Hierarchical multicasting.

Figw·e 3.2: Hierarchical comb ini.ng.

processors that require 10 bits of a processor number to identify any processor, and 200

the arrival of all acknowledgement messages from all branches along which it sent the

processors share a memory block, total 2,000 bits (250 bytes) must be included in a packet

invalidation message. The process is shown in Figure 3.2.

header, which is not small. The latter req ui1·es the same number of bits as of all processors,
which may be far from insignificant, and makes a switch perform an elaborate routing.
On the other hand , the hierarchical coarse directory system is well-suited to multicas-

The hierarchical coarse directory is also suited to the combining of messages. The
number of messages to be combined at a switching node depends on whetJ1er the node is or
is not a root of the shared subtree. When the switching node is the root , the number is k - 1

ting. lt is only necessary for network packets to include the directory information, that is,

where the network is k-ary. When it is not the root, the number is k. On the other hand,

the maximum shared di.stance. The network switching nodes multicast by comparing the

a switch must record tlle number of messages to be combined in some way for a full map

maximum shared di stance with their own hierarchical location.

directory system.

When more tJ1an one message is sent to a single processor, the messages can be com-

The hierarchical multicasting and combining schemes require no serialized processing

bined into a single message at any level of the network hierarchy. This reduces the need

at the home processor. It takes only one round-trip latency between the home processor

for a series of processes at the destination processor. For example, every processor that has

and the most distant processor in tJ1e shared area for the borne processor to complete the

received an invalidation message retums an acknowledgement message wllich indicates the

coherence transaction , regardless of the number of processors with copies of the data . The

completion of invalidation processing within the processing node, even if it does not have

combination of the reduced size of the hierarchical coarse directory and the hierarchical

a copy of the indi cated block. All the acknowledgement messages are directed to the home

multicasting and combining schemes make it possible actually to employ not only an in-

processor. Each switching node forwards an acknowledgement message after it confirms

vaLidate protocol but also an update protocol even when there are a large number of sharing
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processors.
Th is combini ng of acknowledgement messages is accomplished by using the generalized combinin g [61] as described in the next section.
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slay at tbe node; existing combinings perform onl y thi s type of matching. Matching in the
future means that matching will be completed after a message leaves the node. Fi gu re 3.3
illustrates these match ing points for combining.

Generalized combining

Factors such as the reduced size of the directory, absence of a protocol processor. and management per cache ]joe increase the an1ount of inter-processor communication, and increase
the network traffi c and cause hotspot contentions [47]. Request combinin g [1 6] is effective
for alleviafing thi s contention. It dynamically combines more than one request destined for
the same destination into a single request and thus reduces the amount of network communicati ons. The technique in [1 6], .however, requires a large am ount of hardware within
Figure 3.3: TimefTame of matching points for combining.

each network switching node since half the number of comparators as that of entries in a
combini ng queue should be embedded [47]. M oreover, it cannot work suffici entl y since it
expects the accidental events that requests meet each other at a switching node. 1n other

We enabl e the delayed time to be set up to any length from zero to eterni ty. 1n the case

words, combining does not occur if a request arri ves at the switching node after the preced-

o f zero, a message passes through a switching node wi thout waiting for other subsequent

ing request has departed from the node.

messages. Thi s message is not combined during the delayed time, although it may be com-

We propose a fl exi ble combi ning technique called generalized combining by extending

bined in the past, at the present, or in the future. Setting the delayed time to etem ity ensures

the ex isting combining techniques. The combining of acknowledgement messages is one

that a message stays at the node until all of the messages that should be combined with each

appli cati on. Generilized combining consists of three generilizations: genera]jzati on of

other arrive there. The combining of acknowledgement messages is accomplished by a de-

arrival requirement, generali zati on of processing function, and generalizati on of matching

layed tim e of etemity. Other time val ues between zero and etem ity make a message depart

requirement.

from the node after wai ting there for the specified time.

3.2.1

message is staying at a node, that is, only while a message is passing through a combining

This generalization eli minates the restriction that matching chances occur only while a

Generalization of arrival requirement

queue [16] . As a resu.lt, it can cope wi th time gaps between the atTivals of messages and
The matchin g points for combining are grouped into four categories according to the time

can increase the rate of successful matching.

a message arrives at a switching node. T he four categories are in the past, at the present,
during the delayed time, and in the future. M atchi ng in the past mean s that matchin g has
been already done when a message an·ives at the node. Matchi ng at the present means

3.2.2

Generalization of processing function

that m atching happens at the same ti me as the arrival of a message. M atching during the

1n generalized combining, a sw itching node supports a variety of functions with messages.

delayed time means that a message matches w ith other subsequent messages during its

This generalizati on makes it possible n ot onl y to combine read or Fetch&Ops requests for
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the identical memory address, but also perform other operations such as the combining

3.2. GENERALIZED COMBINING

b) Any matching key

of acknowledgement messages, barrier synchronization, and logical/numerical reduction

Any matching key can be selected as a matching requirement. In addition, we allow a

using the interconnection network as a systolic array like a sorting network [5) or a re-

message to have any number of matching keys. This generalization makes it possible

duction network (bitwise logical OR/XOR, signed maximum/addition, and unsigned ad-

to use as a key not on ly memory address like existing combinings, but also, for ex-

dition) of CM-5[37) . Although each switching node must contai n aU the fu nction units

ample, processor lD for barrier synchronization, some key which identifies distinctly

to make this generalization possible, we select only the functions needed for realizing a

partners of combining, or any other intentional values. ln our DSM system, we use

li ghtweigh t hard ware DSM. These selected functions make use of a common combining

network addresses as keys for memory access requests and processor IDs as keys for

unit in a switching node.

barrier synchronization.

3.2.4
3.2.3
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Features

Generalization of matching requirement
An interconnection network which realizes generalized combining has the following fea-

The matching requirement is generalized in two ways.
a) Combini ng of any number of messages

tures :
• two cases of igujtion

The number of combinable messages is any number from zero to infinity. The num-

Igni tion timing is determined by either the delayed time or the number of combining.

ber is specified for every combining. A combined message is fmwarded only after

lf one of them is satisfied, a message will depart from the switching node, even

the specified number of messages have arrived. The departure tim e of a combined

though the other is not.

message thus depends on the specified number; however, when the delayed time expires, the forwarding is done even if some of the messages have not arrived. To
ensure that all messages are combined, the delayed time is set to eternity. F igure

• existence of incomplete matching

If no succeeding combinable messages have arrived while the preceding message is

3.4 shows the situation where a combined message is forwarded (ignited) when the

spending the delayed time, the combining is not completed. Incomplete combining

number of combi.nings is set to 3.

implies a combining of smaller number of messages than the specified number. For
example, occurrence of a combining between read requests for a memory block is
not accurately forecasted and therefore, incomplete matching can occur.
• overflow of messages
Generalized combining assumes that each switchi ng node bas buffering space or
memory enough to keep atrival messages. However, it' is difficult to staticaUy estimate !be number of messages. When the specified delayed time is much long, or

Figure 3.4: Ignition timing when 01e number of combining is three.

the number of combining is much large, there is a possibility that the number of
temporary messages at a switching node overflows the buffer.
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The network system must deal with the buffer overflow. Since large-scale parallel systems are configured in NUMA, a processor nearest to the overflowing node exists. When
a swi tching node detects the overflow of its ow n storage space, the node can charge the
nearest processor with appropriate management by interrupting.

Chapter 4
Cache Coherence Design Methodology
4.1

Cache coherence protocols

Two cache consistency protocols, an invalidate protocol and an update protocol, are used in
implementation of a cache coherent shared memory system. ln the following, we assume
that shared memory space is partitioned into blocks and a home processor is staticall y
assigned to each block and onl y the borne processor holds the directory of the block.
ln the invalidate protocol, a processor can write to the memory bl ock only after all other
copies of the bl ock have been invalidated when a memory bl ock is shared. The processor
that has written to the block becomes the owner of the bl ock. lt is then necessary for a home
processor to be able to specify the owner. The home processor forw ard s a subsequent read
request to the owner. The owner processor then supplies the latest values in response.
On the other band, in the update protocol, when a processor writes to a memory block
copy, all other copi es of the block are updated if the bl ock is shared. In a general DSM
system based on the update protocol, a home processor that bas the directory of the block
always holds the latest values, and can undertake the service to read requests.
Here, we describe how to introduce the hierarchical coarse directory into the two protocols outlined above. For simpli city of cache management, the home processor holds the
valid version of the block whenever the block is shared.
33
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ownership of the block. After the home processor receives the invalidate request,
it sends an invalidate message to all processors within the subtree whose height is

The following descriptions are examples of the way that the hierarchical coarse directory

the maximum shared di stance. A processors other than the originaUy requesting

can be applied to an invalidate or update protocols. In practice, the process differs accord-

processor that has received an invaLidate message performs the invalidation of its

ing to the method used for the processor cache (write-through or write-back, for example)

block copy, that is, sets the valid/invalid bit to invalid, when a valid copy exists in

and where remote blocks are cached (in the main memory or in the special SRAM, for

its caches, and sends an acknowledgement message to the block's home. A dummy

example). Here, we concentrate on management in processing nodes. Processing in the in-

acknowledgement message is returned when the processor does not have a valid copy

terconnection network, such as multicasting and combioing, is not taken into consideration.

or the processor is the original requester. When the home processor has received

The next section deals with the network communications.

acknowledgement or dummy acknowledgement messages from all processors in the
shared area, it upd ates the owner identifier, sets the vaUd/invalid bit to invalid, and

Application to invalidate protocol

sends an acknowledgement message U1at means the completion of the invalidation in
the shared area to U1e first requesting processor.

Preparation

A home processor of a block holds the maximum shared distance as the directory
information and a valid/invalid bit, a shared/private bit and an owner identifier field
as its state information. Other processors hold an address tag, a valid/invalid bit and
a shared/private bit for each cached block.

Application to update protocol
Preparation

The home processor of a block holds a maximum shared distance as its directory
Read request

infom1ation and a shared/private bit as its sate information. Note that neiUter a

When a processor needs to read a block of which it isn't the home, it locally searches

valid/invalid hit nor an owner identifier field is needed because the block of the home

a tag and stale information of the block, and it then reads the block copy in the local

processor is updated whenever any copy is written to. Other processors hold an ad-

cache if there exists the valid copy. Otherwise, it issues a read request to the home

dress tag and a valid/invalid bit for their cached copies.

processor. When a home processor receives a read request from another processor, it
rei urns the data if the target block is va.lid there, or, if the block is invalid, it retums
tbe latest data after it gets them from the owner processor. Then it sets the state of the

Read request

When a processor needs to read a remote memory block, it locally searches a tag and

block to shared, calculates U1e hierarchical d.istance between itself and the requesting

state information of the block, and it then read the block copy in the local. cache if

processor, and updates the maximum shared distance if necessary, that is, when the

there is a valid copy there. Otherwise, it issues a read request to the home processor.

new hierarchical distance is greater than the existing maximum shared distance.

When a home processor receives a read request from another processor, it returns
the valid data, sets the state of the block to shared, calculates the hierarchical di s-

Write request

tance between it self and the requesting processor, and updates the maximum shared

Before a processor writes to a copy of a block whose state is shared in its local

distance if necessary.

cache, it issues an invalidate request to the block's home processor in order to acquire
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Write request
Before a processor other than a home processor writes to a copy of the block, it issues
an update request that includes the new value to the home processor. The home
processor sends an update message to all processors within the shared area after it
receives the update request. A processor that has received an update message updates
its copy of the block if it has the valid copy and then sends an acknowledgement
message to the block's home. A dummy acknowledgement message is returned when

requester
home
(1) Invalidate/update request to the home.

requester

requester

requester

home

(2) Jnvalldata/update messages to shared area.

the processor does not have a valid copy. After the home processor has received
acknowledgement or d ummy acknowledgement messages from all processors in the
sharing area, it sends an acknowledgement message that means the completion of U1e
update in the shared to the initiating processor.

4.3

Extended network transaction

This section outline an example of a cacbe coherence transaction in a hardware DSM

home

(3) acknowledgement messages to the home.

home

(4) acknowledgement message to the requester.

system based on a hierarchical coarse directory scbeme and hierarchical multicasting and
combining mechanisms. The Figure 4.1 and the list below explain the propagation of net-

F igure 4.1: Time series of propagation of messages during a coherence transaction.

work messages during the invalidation or update of a shared memory block. Gray leaves in
the figure are processors that have a copy of the block and white leaves are processors that
don't. Now, the maximum shared distance is assumed two.

or update operation in their processing nodes. Each switching node forwards a combined message after it has received acknowledgement messages from all directions

(1) A processor that will write to a copy of a remote memory block (the "requester" in

the figure) issues ao invalidate or update request to the home processor of the block.

in which the invalidate or update message was multicasted . A single message arrives
at the home.

Each switching node in the interconnection network simply forwards the request to
the block's home.
(2) The bome processor issues a single invalidate or update message to the shared area
which the max:imum shared distance indicates. Each switching node multicasts it in
aU directions within the hared area.
(3) All the processors U1at have received the invalidate or update message send an acknowledgement message to tbe home to indicate the completion of the invalidation

(4) The home sends an acknowledgement message to the original requesting processor,
in order to indjcate the completion of the invalidation or update in the shared area.
The transaction finishes when U1e requesting processor receives the acknowledgement.
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Chapter 5
Implementation
When developing an architecture for a massively paraUel computer of the next generati on, buildi ng a real prototype machine is an effective way to verify its mechani sms. OCHANOMIZ-5 (Omnipotent Concurrency-Handling Architecture with Novel
OptiMIZers-5) [57, 58, 60] is the prototype parallel computer for the lightweight hardware DSM mechani sms. This chapter explains the architecture and implementation of the
prototype.

5.1

System architecture

The prototype machine consists of processing elements, main memories, memory controllers, bus arbiters, network interfaces, switching nodes in the network, and a hosi computer. Figure 5.1 is a block di agram of the machine. The parallel system consists of four
cluster boards and a network board to interconnect those clusters. The main memories are
distributed over all cl usters.
Each cluster has two SuperSPARC+ processors [56] with J Mbytes of seconda ry cache
memories. These processors are connected by a shared bus, MBus [53]. A bus arbiter
arbitrates between the three bus master, two processors and a network interface. That
is, each clu ster is itself a shared-bus multiprocessor system. The main memor y in each
cl uster consists of 32 Mbytes of DRAM s. The memory controll er, bus arbiter and network
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Basic Policy

ln this implementation of a hardware DSM, we have used the following policies to simplify
the hardware management.
• Cluster-level cache
When a processor accesses a remote memory block, the copy is geJJerated in tbe main
memory of the clu ster. This is called a cluster-level cache.
• Employment of an invalidate protocol
CC-NUMA can have invalidate and update protocols. We have only used an invalidate protocol in thi s implementation, because the cache coherence protocol on the
MBus is write-invalidate.
• MaJJagemeJJt per a cache Line
The line (block) of cluster-level caches for shared memory is of the same size as
Figure 5.1: Block diagram of the prototype.

the processor's internal caches. The management is performed per line. The management per line allows false sharing to be reduced since the size of a line is small
enough (32 bytes).

interface1 are implemented using FPGAs (Xilinx XC4010 for the memory controller and
the bus arbi ter, XC4025 for the network interface) [66].
The prototype has a hierarchical binary tree interconnection network. Each internal
switching node is designed on an FPGA (XC4025). There are two separate paths between
each parent and child node, upward and downward . Each patl1 is eight-bit wide. Each
switching node has two SRAMs (total: 128 Kbytes) that are used as wait buffers for generalized combining.

• Fixed home clusters
A home cluster is stati cally assigned to each cache block, by using two bits ill a
physi cal memory address.
• Concentrating the management of the directory and owner identification at the home
processor
The block's home hold s its directory. When the ownership of a block is transferred
from the home to another cluster by an invalldate protocol , the home retains the
cluster identification of the owner.
• Sending requests to the home cluster
Read requests caused by cache mi ss or invalid state in the cl uster-level cache and

1Although

the memory controller and network interface arc implemented separately, it is possible to

incorporate them both in a current FPGA with sufficient pins.

invalidate requests ca used by shared state are issued to the home cluster. The home
cluster replies to a read req uest if the block is valid , or forward s the req uest to the
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owner cluster if it is invalid. On receiving an invalidate req uest, the home cl uster
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• }>end ing
Pendi ng is the state of a copy in the interval

performs the invalidation of the block and copies in the shared area, Uten replies to
the requester with an acknowledgement message ("Ack").

- between issue of a read request and receipt of the reply, or

5.3

- between issue of an invalidate request/message and receipt of th e Ack.

State transition

When a home cluster receives a request for a block that is in pending state, it returns

A bJock copy in a cluster-level cache is in one of the foll owing four states2 .

a Nack(not acknow ledged). li a cluster other Utan ilie home receives a request for
a copy that is in pending state and the request is for an invalidation, it is forced to

• Private

invalidate its copy and return an Ack. OUterwise, it returns a Nack.

This is the only valid copy. That is, no val:id copy is cached in any other cluster.
- The initial state of the block in the home is private.
- The sate of the copy held by ilie owner after an invalidation is private.

Figure 5.2 illustrates the state transitions for copies in cluster-level caches (the pending
state is omitted). The shared & dirty state3 is avoided by writing back the latest copy from
the owner to Ute home when ilie home receives a read request and the bl ock is invalid in

• Shared
More than one cluster has a val id copy.

the home.
Nl

- After the home or an owner has processed a read request fTom a remote cluster,

PR,NR

()

or
- after a cluster has read the valid copy from the home or an owner cl uster,
the resulting copy is shared.
• Invalid
This is not val id state.

PR : read from PE
PR&I : read&lnvalidate from PE
Nl : Invalidate from network
NR : read from network

- The initial state of cache blocks other ilian the home block is invalid.
- Copies held by clusters that have received an invalidate message are invalid if
the cl uster is not requesting processor of the invalidation.

Figure 5.2: State transition diagram for cluster-level cache.
When the block in the home is itself invatid, the owner has the only valid copy, which
is thu s private.
2 In

this description of states. the memory block itself is considered a "copy". The original block is not

d.istinguishcd from copies unless it is !;pecifical ty referred to.

3Jn

general, a copy is shared & dirty state when the cluster is not the home, other copies of the block

exists, and the block in the home is invalid.

,.
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5.5. FUNCTION OF MEMORY CONTROLLER

5.4 Memory map and address translation

OM

Of the 32 Mbytes main memory in each cluster, 8 Mbytes are the cluster-level caches, and 2

Text Program Area

Mbytes hold the states, owner infmmation, and directories4 . Figure 5.3 shows the memory
map.
8M

The 32-bit virtual address for shared memory includes a two-bit cluster address and a

Local Data Area (for PE1)

2 1-bit offset within a cluster. Translating a virtual shared address into a physical address
12M

is straightforward (Figure 5.4). If the most significant bit of the virtual address is one,

State_. Owne·r, Directory

the address is that for a shared variable. The upper fou r-bit field of a physical address

1 6M~----------------------~

is an address space identifier. A memory controller uses the address space identifier to

...~~I!,~~:.~:~...~.~.~~.~..~~~~:...~~!.~.~.~~.~.~P.~

distinguish between shared address and local addresses.

Cluster-1 Block C.ache (Direct Map)

........................ . . ... .. ...... . . . (. , •••. j.,, ••••• . •• .••• •. ••• •••,... . .... ... . . ... .

BJock Cache (Direct Map)
......Cluster-2
,....... ......................................... .., ........................... ..
;

5.5

)

:Ciu::;ter-3 Block Cache (Direct Map)

F unction of memory controller

24M

Local Data Area (for PE2)

The memory controller in the hardware distt:i buted shared memory manages data in main
28M

memory in the usual ways, and manages the sharing information in main memory. The

Page Table

sharing information consists of state tags for each block in the cluster-level cache, and the
32M

directories and owner information if the cluster is the home. This information is refmed to
suit the four-cluster system as shown in Table 5.1.

Figure 5.3: Memory map.
Table 5. I: Fields in sharing infom1ation record.
I Size (bits) I
Usage
Field

virtual shared address

Max.imum shared distance

I

0: Height=one, I: Height=two

Valid/Invalid

1

0: Invalid, 1: Valid

Shared/Private

1

0: PJivate, l : Shared

Owner

2

Cluster address of the owner

physical address

Pending

I

1 during state transition

[1 00 1[ 000000010?? [

[ 1 xxx[xxxxx ?? [
31

35

' Although 256 Kbytes of state, owner infom1ation and directories is adeq uate enough for 8 Mbytcs of
cluster-level cache, each information field f or a cache line is aligned to an 8-byte boundary in order to simpljfy
the wiring of the hardware logic.

32 31

20

24

Figure 5.4: Address tran slation.
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Tl1e memory controller receives a cluster bus req uest, then checks the upper four bits

5.6. FUNCTION OF NETWORK SWTTCHJNG NODE
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Function of network switching node

of the physical address. When the request is for access to the shared address space, the
contro!Jer reads the corresponding shari ng information and returns vaLid data or a retry

A network swi tching node takes charge of hierarchical multicasting and generaLized com-

message to the requester, according to the information. Wben a retry message is returned,

bining. The network of the prototype implements the followi ng subset of generaLized com-

the memory controll er makes the network interface start a network transacti on as the need

bining.

ari ses and modifies the stale appropriately. Figure 5.5 illustrates the control fl ow.
• Combining of acknowl edgement messages [42]
Acknowledgement messages are combined by setting tl1e delayed time to etern ity
and dynamically selling the number for combining when the corresponding multicast
occurs. The matching key is a memory address.

11 (+4) bus clock cycles
local
space

• Hierarchical hardware b arrie~
Each swi tching node in the network combines barrier request signal s from its child
nodes and sends one signal to its parent node, and the root node sends completion

read/decode
sharing informatio

signal s to the child nodes after it has received the ban·ier request signal s .from them.

4 bus clock

Each switching node then multicas\s the completion signal downward. The name

cycles

signal to
network interface

&
modify
sharing information

Figure 5.5: Control sequence for the memory controller.

space of the hardware banier is the processor space, so the matching key is the processor group ID. The delayed time is eternal because of the nature of barrier synchronization, that is, because barrier synchronization must be completed.
• Combining of atomic requests
The generalizati on of processi ng function allows atomic requests such as Fetch&Add
[16] or Test&Setlo be combined. Doing so can reduce the occunence of tree sat-

urations caused by hot-spot contention s. The generalization of arrival requirement
increases the1·ate of successful matching. The matching key is tl1e memory address.
lt takes "11 bus-clock cycles to complete a memory transaction that requires access to

• Combining of read req uests

a 32-byte block in the Local address space. Access to the shared address space takes four
ex tra cycles to read and decode the sharing information. However, references to shared

Combining of read requests that are sent to one memory address reduces the total

variables in a program don' t always bring about the extra cycles. After the initi al cache

number of me sages. Future matching increases the success rate. The matching key

miss. cache hits within the processor's internal cache can decrease overheads caused by tbe

is tl1e memory address.

extra cycles.

5 Really.

the interconnection network of OCHANOMIZ- 5 implemenls rhe Hierarchical Elastic Barrier[43j.

- v-
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• Function unit and controller
The function unit places the address and data i.n a message to a register, and then
performs an appropriate operation between the register and the corresponding entry
in the wait buffer.

e11ternal
SRAM

• Detector of space overflow
A detector checks for overflow in the space assigned to each hash key. lf it detects
overflow of messages, it generates an interrupting packet and sends it to the nearest
processor.
• Hierarchy controller (HC) and gmup registers
Each swi tching node has a hierarchy controller that is separate from its other elements. The controller is used to build hierarchical hardware barriers.
Figure 5.6: Block diagram of a switching node.

5.7

Memory and network transactions

• Combining of invalidate requests
invalidate requests that are sent to one memory block are combined. Future matching

5.7.1

can be applied to this combining. As a result , the invalidation caused by only one

For cacheable shared memory access, the following four memory requests are issued fmm

request is performed and the other requests are not served. The matching key is the

processing elements to a local bus.

Types of transactions

memory address.
• Coherent Read
Each internal switching node in the network has the fo llowing elements for the generalized

• Coherent Invalidate

combining operations (Figure 5.6).
• Coherent Read & Invalidate
• Switching elements and controller (router)
• Wr.ite
The swi tching mechanism is a cross-bar with four inputs and four outputs connecting
a parent node, two child nodes and a combining unit.

The following seven inter-cluster messages are used in network transactions for
cacheable shared memory access.

• Memory for matching (wait buffer)
Each switching node has SRAM that acts as its wait buffer. The control logic uses a
hash table to cut down tbe overhead on searching for entries.

• Read
• Reply

50
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• Type-2

Indicates that a message waits at switching nodes for a specified time. One of four

• Acknowledgement to lnvReq requester (lnvReqAck)

time values specified in advance can be selected. Th.is type is appUed to requests
• lnvaUdate multicast (lnvMul)

such as Fetch&Add requests that includes operand data.

• Acknowledgement to home (lnvMuJAck)
• Type-3

• Not acknowledged (Nack)

Indicates that the delayed time is eternal. A combined message is forwarded only
after aU related messages have anived. That is, the con·esponding entry in the wait

Other inter-cluster messages/signals are as follows:

buffer is modified when each message arrives at the switching node, and the entTy
• Write

is cleared and the message is forwarded only when the last message arrives. This
allows combining to be ensured.

• Test&Set
• Barrier request signal (BRS)
• Barrier complete signal (BCS)
The messages/signals used in network transactions are divided into four types for the
generalization of arrival requirement.
• Type-0

Indicates that. the delayed time is zero and the message does not wait at switching
nodes. Type-0 messages do not pass through the combining unit, and are not com-

Type-! messages are used for matching in the future , and all combinable messages can
be combined as long as the entry is still in the wait buffer. It has the lowest overhead and
is the most tolerant of arrival time lags of any method of combining messages for which
arrival cannot be predicted.
Table 5.2 shows the network messages that correspond to the above four types 6 •
Test&Set and Fetch&Add are requests for non-cacheable shared memory space, and Barrier signals (BRS, BCS) is the hardware barrier signal. Messages other than those listed in
the table are Type-0.

bined.
• Type-1

I Type I Delayed time I

Table 5.2: Types of waiting time.
Purpose

Indicates that the delayed time is zero. An arriving message does, however pass

0

zero

InvMul Write BCS

through the combining unit in switching nodes. If the message is a first request for

I

zero

Read Reply InvReq lnvReqAck

preceding message, it is not forwarded. At the same time, the corresponding entry in

2

specified time

3

etemjty

Fetch&Add
lnvMuJAck BRS

the wait buffer is modified for the reply message to find that combin.ing has occurred.
When the rep.ly message arrives at the switching node, it is multicasted if the entry
has been modified. At the same time, the entry is cleared.

Remark
No combining
Future matching

Nack Test&Set

access to an address, the message is forwarded immediately and an entry is made in
the wai t buffer. If the message is not such a first request, and can be combined with a

I

6 Fetch&Add

in the table is not implemented in the prototype.

Four different preset times
Predictable combining
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5.7.2

Operation of the memory controller

The relationship between local bus requests and network messages that are invoked by the
requests, and the processing of a memory controller in terms of the states, the owner field
and the directo1y are described in this section.
"Ready", "Retry" and "lnhibit" are signals on the local bus. Ready indicates that a
tran saction has been finished normally. Ret1y makes the req uester try a bus req uest again.
lnhibit is a signal asserted by a processor that has valid data and will supply it.
• Coheren t Read from a processor
When the Pending bit is one, a memory controller completes a transaction by asserting a Retry signal and making the p1·ocessor relinquish the bus. When the Pending
bit is zero and the block is valid, it completes the transaction by supplying data. lf
t11e block is not valid, the controller issues a Read request to the home (or t11e owner
if the subject cluster is itself the home) and completes the transaction by asserting a
Retry signal. At the same time, it sets the Pending bit. When another processor in the
same cl uster asserts an Inhibit signal, memory controller processing is interrupted.
• Coherent lJwalidate from a processor
When a Pending bit is one, a memory controLler completes a transaction by asserting
a Retry signal and making t11e processor relinquish the bus. When the Pending bit
is zero and the block is private, it completes the transaction by asse1ting a Ready
signaL When the block is shared , it issues lnvReq to tlle home cluster if the subject
cluster is not itself the home, and asserts a Retry signaL lf the subject cluster is the
home cluster. the memory contro!Jer sets its cluster number in the Owner field, issues
InvMul with the directory val ue, and finishes with a Retry. At the same time, it sets
the Pending bit.
• Coherent Read & lnvalidate from a processor
When the Pending bit is one, a memory controLler completes the transaction by asserting a Ret1y signal and making the processor relinqu.ish the bus. When the Pending
bit is zero and the block is invalid, it issues a Read request to home (or the owner if
the cluster is itself the home) and finishes the transaction by asse11ing a Retry signal.
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At the san1e time, it sets the Pending bit. lf the block is valid and private, it completes the transaction by suppl ying data . The assertion of an Inhibit signa l, however,
can intmTllpt processing by the memory controller. lf the block is valid and shared,
the controller issues lnvReq to the home cluster if the subject cluster is not .itself the
home, and asserts a Reily signal. If the cluster is the home, it sets its cluster number
in the Owner field , issues JnvMul with the directory value, finishes with a Retry. At
the same time, it sets the Pending bit.
• Write from a processor
A memory controller performs a norn1al write operation. A processor issues thi s
request when it replaces a dirty block in the processor's internal cache. The write
requests from processors are issued only when a block in a cluster-level cache is
private.
• Read from a remote cluster
The network i.nte1face issues a Coherent Read&Invalidate request7 on the bu s when it
receives a Read request from another cluster. The memory contro.ller returns a Nack
when the Pending bit is one. When the block is invalid, it issues a Read to the cluster
indicated by the Owner field , returns Nack to the requester, and sets the Pending bi t.
When the block in valid and lnhibit is not. asserted, the controller returns a Reply and
sets the Shared hit. When the cluster is t11e home, it also si multaneously updates the
directory if necessary. When Inhibit is asserted, the memory controller updates the
cached block in main memory by using data from the bus and sets the Shared bit and
new directory.
• Reply from a remote cluster
The memory controLler updates the cached block in its main memory and sets the
Valid bit and the Shared bit. It also updates the directory when it is the controller in
7 When

a block is shared in terms of processor 's intemal caches and Ute processor owns the block, Ute

procc sor finishes the transacti on at ils di crcti on even if the transacti on should invoke an invalidate message
to remote clusters. To prevent this situation from happening, the network interface converts Read requests

from re.mote clusters into Coherent Read & Inval idate requests. That is, no ownership in terms of processor's
internal caches is allowed when the block is shared among clusters.
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InvMul Ack. The seven bits fonn an entry in the wait buffer. The processes in a switch-

the home cluster.

ing node when InvReq, lnvMul , lnvMulAck or InvReqAck arrive at the node are outlined
• InvReq from a remote cluster

below.

The memory controller returns Nack when the Pending bit is one. If the Pending is
zero, it issues lnvMul with the directory value, sets the Pending bit and writes the

1. lnvReq
The switclling node sets anlD field and an Arrival bit. for the requested block. lt then

cluster ID of the requester into the Owner field.

forwards the lnvReq as long as the other Arrival bit is zero. Tf the otl1er Arrival bit is
• lnvReqAck from a remote cluster

set, it does not forward anything.

The memory controller sets the Valid and Private bits, and resets the Pending bit.
2. l.nvMul
The switch multi casts the message in all directions witllin t11e shared area except tl1e

• l.nvMul from a remote cluster
The memory controller returns an lnvMulAck. When the copy exists in the cluster-

direction from which the lnvMul itseu· comes. Tt sets the Ack bit i.n the entry if and

level cache, it makes the copy invalid (Valid = 0) regardless of the value of the Pend-

only if it is the root node for the shared area.

ing bit. The Pending bit is not changed. When the copy does not exist, no operation
is done for the cluster-level cache.

3. lnvMulAck
The switch sets the Ack bit if the bit is currently zero. Otherwise, it resets the Ack
bit and forwards the InvMulAck to the home.

• InvMulAck Ji·om a remote cluster
The home cluster only receives tlli s message. The memory controller looks up the
Owner field . It makes the copy valid and private (Valid = 1, Shared

4. lnvReqAck

=0) and resets

The switch looks up the Arrival bits in the entry. l! forwards the message in the

the Pending bit, when the owner value is the controller's cluster number. Otherwise,

direction of the source, i.e. for which the Arrival bit is one, or multicasts it in both

it returns an l.nvReqAck to the original requester indicated by the Owner field, makes

directions when both Arri val bits are one, then resets the Arrival bits.

the copy invalid (Valid = 0), and resets the Pending bit.
• Nack from a remote cluster
The memory controll er resets tbe Pending bit. ALI other state bits are unchanged.

5.7.4

Example of a coherence transaction

The operations required for a coherent invalidation of cached blocks are used as an example
of a network transaction. Suppose that two clusters issue an lnvReq to the same memory

5.7 .3

Operation of the switching node

block. The steps involved in the transaction are outlined. Figw·e 5.7 shows t11e operations
of the transaction in sequence.

Details of switching node's processes in terms of network messages in an invalidati on transacti on are given in this section.

(1) When a processor issues a coherent invalidate request for a shared block, the network

Each swi tching node has a total of seven bits per cache block; two 2-bit ID fields fo r

inte1face in the cluster issues an lnvReq by sending a Type-1 message towards tl1e

the source clu ster number of l.nvReq in each direction, two bits (Arrival bits) to .indicate

home cluster of the block (Figure 5.7 (a)). When thi s lnvReq arrives at a network

the aJTival of l nvReq [Tom each directi on, and one bit (Ack bit) to indicate the arrival of

switching node, the node's wait buffer is searched. lf there is no en tTy indicating a
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preceding request sent to the same address, such an entry is created and lnvReq is
forwarded to the next node because it is Type-] (Figure 5.7 (b)).
entry

(2) lf an entry is found , the message is not forwarded but combined (Figure 5.7 (c)).
The entry is then modified to inclicate th at a final reply acknowledgement message
(lnvReqAck) should later be multicasted (Figure 5.7 (d)) .

requester 1

home

(1)

(3) When the lnvReq reaches the borne cluster, the network interface issues a si ngle
lnvMul by sencling a Type-0 message toward s the shared area determined by the
dummy
entry

maximum shared clistance (Figure 5.7 (e)). When thi s Type-0 lnvMul arrives at an
internal switching node, it is multicasted in all directions within the shared area (Figure 5.7 (f)). The root node of the shared area only forward s the lnvMulto the other

.

non-originating child node, and a dummy Ack bit is set in the wait buffer (Figure 5.7
(g)). This Ack bit is used later for the coUection of acknowledgement messages.

(4)

(3)
clear

~

(4) Each cluster that receives the lnvMul performs invalidation of the block and returns
a Type-3 lnvMulAck message (Figure 5.7 (h)). If the cluster does not have a copy of
clear

{n)EJ-"=

the block or is the original requester (requester 1), it returns a dummy lnvMuLAck 8.
When an InvMulAck arrives at an internal swi lching .node, the wait buffer is searched.
lf the Ack bit is not currently set, it is set (Figure 5.7 (i)).
(5) lf the Ack bit is one, lnvMu iAck is forwarded and the Ack bit is cleared (Figure 5.7
(k)). Thi s process can be regarded as combining of acknowledgement messages. The

(5)
•

(6)

home results in receiving a single lnvMulAck.

home

EJ

requester
Type-1 request or Ack/dummy Ack
Type-0 message
Type-3 Ack

(6) When the combined InvMuLAck reacbes the home cluster, the network interface returns an lnvReqAck by sendin g a Type-lmessage to the original requester (Figure
5.7 (m)). When this lnvReqAck arrives at an internal node, it is forwarded (multi casted if necessary. For exan1ple, the Nack is sent to req uester 2 in the fig ure), and
the corresponding entry is cleared (Figure 5.7 (n)). The transaction finishes when all

Figure 5.7: The series of operations during an invalidate transacti on.

req uesters receive an lnvReqAck or Nack (Figure 5.7 (o)).
8 An

lnvMulAck and dummy lnvMuiAck don't differ i.n terms of actual network packets.
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5.8

Scale of required hardware logic

5.8.1

Memory controller

5.8. SCALE OF REQUIRED HARDWARE LOGIC

5.8.2
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Switching node

Our mechanism for combining messages does not require a combining queue [16]. Our
switching node consists of simple wired logic circuits, and memory for the wait buffer. The
logic circuits are built within the capacity of a single FPGA, XC4025, of which contents
Our memory controller includes management logic for the cluster-level cache. It is, there-

are equivalent to about 25,000 gates. Table 5.4 shows the device utilization. "No-combi ne"

fore, possible that the controller will be larger in tem1s of hardware than a normal memm·y

is for the switch withou t a combining unit. "Combine" is for the switch with a combining

controller. We designed two memory controllers: one to manage normal data operations

unit. The switch without a combining unit requires the equivalent of about 7,000 gates.

and cluster-level cache coherence, and the other wi thout the management logic for the

The switch with a combining unit requires about 50% more gates. Pfister estimated that

cluster-level cache. Each is embedded in a FPGA, Xilinx XC4010 with a capacity equiva-

the scale of hardware for a switch with a combining queue would be 6-32 times that for a

lent to 10,000 gates. Table 5.3 shows the device utilization. "Non-cache" in the table is for

non-combining switch [47] . From this point, our method is cost-effective.

the memory controller without cache management, and ''Cache DSM" is for the memory
controller with cache management. "Max available" shows the capaci ty of an XC4010.

Table 5.4: Device utilization for the switching node.

INo-combine ICombine I Max. available I

"CLB" is a configurable logic block that contains F, G, and H function generators, and
two flip-flops. "F&G FG" is an F or G function generator that can generate a combination
circuit with four inputs and one output, or a 16-bit RAM element. «H FG" is a H function
generator that can generate a combination circuit with three inputs and one output. "FF" is
a flip-flop .
The memory controller with cache management logic requires about 30-40% more
gates than the memory controller without such management logic. The increase is not
really great because the non-cache controller only requires abou t 4,000 logic gates.

Table 5.3: Device utilization for the memory controller.

I

INon-cache ICache DSM I Max. available I

CLB

211

274

F&GFG

217

305

400
800

HFG

42

82

400

FF

135

157

800

CLB

400

670

1024

F&GFG

682

963

2048

HFG

74

159

1024

CLBFF

184

294

2048
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Chapter 6
Performance Evaluation
6.1

Network communication

The processors in the prototype machine run at 60 MHz, and the other components run at 22
MHz. The interconnection network is a cut-through network, and network paths are eightbit wide. The latency for remote memory transactions is shown in Table 6.1. "Distance"
denotes the height of the minimum subtree which includes the source and destinati on clusters, or the shared area. "Type" is one of th ree request types;

" W~i te",

"Read", or "J.nv".

"J.nv" denotes the time needed for a processor in a home cluster to complete the invalidati on of the shared area after the issue of an invalidate request to a local bus. "Size" is lhe
amount of data th at a request is for. Latency is shown for both types of communicati on;
non-combinable commLm.i cati on and combinable communication, "Combining" ON and
OFF respecti vely. "Cycles" is the number of system clock cycles that it takes to complete
the communicati on after U1e initial request is issued by a processor. J.n !he last column, the
latencies are shown by microseconds.
Tabl e 6.2 shows the bandwidth for remote memory access. Bandwi dth was measured
by having the specifi ed number of processing element s (PEs) repeatedly issue 32-byte wri te
or read req uests to the next-door (Distance= I) clu ster. When the number of PEs is four,
one PE in each cluster issues the wri te or read req uests. Four PEs gave a better resul t than
eight PEs for wri te execution because of bus contention wi thin each cl uster. That is, .in
the four-PE case, one PE and the network interface in each cluster are bus masters. Jn the
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eight-PE case, two PEs and the network in terface are bus masters.
Table 6.2: Bandwidth for remote memory access.

I Number of PEs I Type I Bandwidth (Mbyte/sec) I
1

Table 6.1: Latency for remote memory access.

I Distance I Type I Size (bytes) I Combining (ON/OFF) I Cycles I f.LSec I
1

Write
Write
Read

2

1- 8
32
1- 8

OFF

33

1.50

ON

43

1.95

Write

15.2

Read

7.3

4

Write

58.3

Read

24.5

8

Writ e

47.8

Read

30.8

OFF

60

2.73

ON

70

3.1 8

OFF

45

2.05

ON

65

2.95

Table 6.3 shows the improvement in commw1ication performance gained by combining

OFF

74

3.27

of read requests in the network. The results are for all eight PEs repeatedly issuing read

Read

32

ON

94

4.27

requests to the same memory block, i.e. to the same address in a cluster. The result under

lnv

32

ON

76

3.45

"OFF" shows the case without combinable requests. The result under "ON" in the table

Write

1- 8

OFF

41

1.86

shows the situation when the maximum possible amount of combining is made. That is,

ON

71

3.23

any contention in a switching node is processed as combining. The result implies the limit

32

OFF

68

3.09

of the performance improvement that can be obtained by combining. The bandwidth in

32

ON

98

4.45

"ON" is as high as for the equivalent case in Table 6.2, where there is no contention in the

1- 8

OFF

61

2.77

network.

ON

121

5.50

Write
Read
Read
lnv

32

OFF

88

4.00

Table 6.3 : The effect of combining read requests.

32

ON

148

6.73

32

ON

138

6.27

I Combining ON/OFF I Bandwidth (Mbyte/sec) I

I

c::

I

~~:~

I

Combining of Test&Set requests can reduce hot-spot contention at a destination, although at most on ly one request is satisfied in tem1s of receipt of the value "0". We used
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a Test&Set req uest for lock acq ui sition of a critical section . Each processor repeatedly ac-

hi erarchi cal hardware barrier. The former is implemented by using a critical section and a

quires a Jock and increments a counter variable in the critical section. The fol lowi ng shows

shared counter variable. When the counter value reaches the number of PEs, the barrier is

the program model that was used.

completed. The program is as fo Uows:

for

shared double A[N] [N] ;

(i=O ; i<LOOP_COONT ; i++)

while (Test&Set (LockVar )

! = 0 ); II Lock Acquire

II Critical Section
II Lock Release

counter += 1 ;
LockVar = 0 ;

shared long

eNO , LockVar , counter ;

double AA[N] [N] ; I* copy of matrix A *I
int

k·

'

for(k=O ; k<n ; k ++ )
counter = 0 ;

"LockVar" is a shared variable for the lock and fhe variable is non-cacheable. "counter"

barrier( ) ;

processor generates a Test& Set request to a local bus. Table 6.4 shows the result for eight

while (1)

PEs with LOOP_COUNT

= 220 . Combining reduced the executi on time by 28 %.

I* copy from A to AA *I

copy (A , AA );

is also a shared variable and non-cacheable. The execution of the function "Test&Set" on a

{

wh ile (Test&Set (LockVar )

!= 0 ) ;

eNO = co u nter ;

Table 6.4: Execution time for the Jock acqui sition loop.

I Combining ON/OFF I Total time (seconds) I

I

~~

I

8~;

1

I

cou n ter

eNO + 1 ;

Lock Var

0;

if (eNO < N*N )

i ·

int

'

doubled= 0 . 0 ;
for

(i=O ; i<N ; i++ )

d += AA [eNOINJ [i) *AA [i] [eNO%N] ;
A [eNOINJ [eNO%N) = d ;

6.2

Effect of generalized combining

We will now iUustrate the impact of several types of combining by computing the n th power
of the matrix A[N ][N] with N

barrier() ;

= 128 and n = 32.

E ach PE gets an element number (eNO) for each execution un it. The element number is
the value of a shared variable which indicates the value of i x N

else
break ;

+ j for the element A[i]li]

eNO < N x N ). The shared variable is protected by a critical section. E ach PE
computes L:~o A[eN 0 / N][i] x A[i][eN O%N] in a un it. BatTier synchroni zation occurs
(0

~

at the beginning and end of each increment in the power. We used a soft ware barrier or a

Figu re 6. 1 shows the flowchart of the al gorithm.
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ntimes loop

Figure 6.2: Creation of the copy AA.

directions does not occur at switching nodes 1 • 1n more detail, network packets for !l1e
requests must pass ll1rough a combining unit in every switchi ng node. T he extra latency
F igure 6.1: Flowchru1 of the algorithm .

increases the execution time. In 8-PE execution, HLRC provides !l1e best result. The gain
derived from combining exceeds the losses due to the increased latency. HLRC is 7.7 %
faster than NC. Figure 6.3 is the graph of the executi on when the number of PEs is between

Shared vari ables (A, counter, and LockVar) are non-cacheable. Other variables are

2 and 8.

local and cacbeable for each PE. The instances of the matrix A reside in the cluster-0.
Each PE creates a copy of A in its local memory (copy (A , AA)) (Figure 6.2). li is in this
operation that the effect of combini ng read requests is gained. (Read request for a block

Table 6.5: Executi on time (seconds) for the power of a matrix.

was used. A block is of 32-byte data. )

I Number of PEs I NC

[ HC

l

19.9

19.9

19.9

two clusters (cl uster-0 and cluster- I). "NC" means computation without combining. The

2

10.1

9.9

9.9

9.9

"HC" column is for computation wi th a hierarchi cal hardware bruTier. "HLC" inclicates

4

7.3

6.5

6.6

6.7

that Test&Set requests can be also combined, and "HLRC" inclicates that read requests can

8

6.5

6.4

6.3

6.0

The times for executi on by I , 2, 4, and 8 PEs are li sted in Table 6.5. 2 indi cates
computation by two PEs in one c luster (cluster-0). 4 inclicates computation by four PEs in

I HLC I HLRC I
19.9

be combi ned too.
For 4-PE execution, combini ng of Test&Set requests and combining of read requests
do not contribute to the improvement of ll1e executi on. Inter-cl uster communications are
one to one only, since the matrix and other shared vru·iables are all located in the memory
of one cluster (cluster-0). This is the reason why any combining of requests from clifferent

1

Combining of req uests from two processors in a cluster is done locall y in the clus ter
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Effect of lightweight hardware cache coherence DSM

We employed the LU-Contig program from SPLASH-2 benchmark suit !64] , by usi ng I,
2, 4, and 8 PEs, to evaluate the performance of the lightweight hardware cache coherence
DSM system2 . LU-Conti g performs blocked LU factorization of a dense mallix. The size
of a matrix used is 512x512, and it has 16x 16 sub-blocks. When the number of PEs is
2, two PEs in one cluster execute. When the number of PEs is 4, four PEs in two clu sters
execute.

sec11

Table 6.6 shows the results of LU-Conlig. We used a hierarchical hru·dware ban·ier
as barrier synchronization for the program. "Cache OFF" means that caches are not used

10

(neither processor's internal cache nor cluster cache) for shared vadables. (Local variables
and instructions ru·e cached.) "Cache ON" means computati on with the full hierru·chy of

9

caches. Execution with two PEs is more tban twice as fast as execut ion with a sing.le PE.
This is the effect of the superlinear when the total amount of data exceeds the capacity of

8

a single PE's internal cache. Cache ON is much faster than Cache OFF, U1at is, execution

with eight PEs takes only 19% of the time for a single PE, and demonstrates the advantages

7

of parallelization.

·~
. ........

6

Table 6.6: Execution time (seconds) for LU-Contig.

5

I Number of PEs I Cache OFF ICache ON
2

4

8

PEs

Figure 6.3: Execution time (seconds) for the power of a matrix.

I

149.36

J

10.57

2

64.39

4.96

4

72.32

2.71

8

47.18

1.97

Figure 6.4 shows the executions wi th Cache ON ru1d Cache OFF, and Figure 6.5 shows
results for execution with Cache ON.

2[n lhc execution. combining of read requests are noL used.
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Chapter 7

From the actual implementation of the hardware DSM system on the prototype maclline,

--

various values were obtained, such as the time required for a message to pass tllrough

2

4

8

PEs

a switch. In this chapter, coherence processing (invalidation) on a larger scale system
is considered in terms of the obtained values, and the hierarchical coarse directory wi th

Figure 6.4: Execution time for LU -Contig (Cache ON and Cache OFF).

multicasting and combining of messages is compared with the fulhnap directory system.

sec 12
10

8
6
4

'\

~

7.1

Parameters and time required

The following parameters are used. We assume that there is one processi ng element in each

~

cluster.

1--- Cache ON I

~

2

I

I

~

• COM indicates the use of combining. The value is 0 for the full map directory scheme

and J for the hierarchi cal coarse di rectory scheme.
I

4

tween 2 to 256.

I

0
2

• NPROC is the number of processors that share a memory bl ock. The value is be-

8

Figure 6.5: Execution time for LU-Contig (Cache ON).

PEs

• TREE indicates the degree of the network tree structure, a binary or a 4-ary, and is 2

or 4 respectively.
• WIDTH indicates the width of a network path. T he width is between 1 and 4 bytes.
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• PLENGTH is the length of a network packet. We use a fixed 8-byte packet for

7.2. METHODOLOGY

• D.NETIFJN is the time required for a network interface in a destination cl uster

invalidate and acknowledgement messages.

to issue a request to a local bus after it has received a message that causes the bus
request from another clu ster.

The values showu in Table 7.1 are used as 01e times required by 01e various system elements. These values are based on measurements of the operation of the prototype machine.

• D_MEMCTLJN is the time required for a memory controller in a destination cluster

The items are defined below.

to decode a bus request and reply to a network in terface in the cl uster.

Table 7. 1: Times required at elements.
Required time

H_MCT'L_REQ

7

3
4 +COM X (PLENGTH/W lDT'H + 4)
3 + PLENGTH/W IDT'H

D..NETIFJN
D..MEMCTLJN
D..NETJF_QUT
H..Nb"'TJFJN
H _MEMCTL...ACK

• D...NETIF_OUT is the time required for a network interface in a destination cluster
to dispatch an acknowledgement message to a home cluster.

Cycles

H _NET'! F_OUT
SWITCH

73

7

3
3 + PLENGTH/ WIDTH
9

• H.NETIFJN is the time required for a network interface in a home clustert.o transfer
an acknowledgement message to the local bus after it has received the message from
another cluster.
• fi _MEMCTL.ACK is the time required for a memory controller in a home cluster to

decode an acknowledgement message and reply a network interface in the cluster.

7.2

Methodology

The number of cycles required for an invalidate transaction to be completed were calcu lated

• H _MCTL_flEQ is the time required between the issue of an invalidate request by
a processor in a home cluster and the notification to a network interface by a memory
controller in the cluster.

• H ..NET'IF _QUT is the time required for a network interface in a home cluster
to dispatch an invalidate message to a network. (For a fuUmap system, it is nec-

for various numbers of sharing processors. From the point of view of the optimization for
sharing of data, sbaring processors are arranged as described below.
• A processor nu,mber (Pno) is assigned to eacb processor in order from left to right
(Figure 7.1).
• A processor with Pno = 0 is a home processor.

essary to send as many messages as there are target processors. Hence, the time

(PLENGT'H/ W 1 DTH) x (i- 1) is added to a message for the ith target processor.)

• Processors with Pno = 0, 1, ... , n - l. are the sharing members when the sharing number is n.

• SWITCH is the time required for a message to pass through a swi tchi ng node. The

Wben a home processor invalidates sharing processors in the fuUmap scheme, it ftrst

value is 4 in a fuJJmap system. The time req uired to pass through a combining unit

sends an invalidate message to the processor with the largest processor number, U1en sends

in a switching node (PLENGTH/WIDTH + 4) is added for the hierarchical coarse

to the one with the next largest processor number, and so on, in order to reduce the total

directory scheme.

time. This is because the larger processor number is, the higher the latency is. Similarly in

----------·
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(H _N E TIF J N + H _M EMCTI.~_A CI() , that overlap on different processors, are added
the latency. The final resu lt is the total latency.
The latency RT Lmsd is calculated by using the followi ng expression for the hierarchical
coarse directory scheme.

Figure 7. 1: Processor numbers.

H ..M CT L_REQ + H JV ETI F _OUT
+ L~~xheight( P>W,home)+\SWITCH +order X (PLE NGTH/ WIDTH))
+ DflETJFJN + D_MEMCTLJN + DJ\FET!F_OUT
+ (2 x height (Pno, home) + 1) x SWITCH
+ HJVETJFJN +H_MEMCTLACK

the hierarchical coarse directory scheme, a swi tching node sends a message in the direction
of the processor with the largest processor number of all directions when it starts the mu lticasting of a message. At that point, a delay (P LENGTH/WIDTH) is added according
to the order of transfer.
From the above assumptions, the time required for an invalidation on the round trip
between a home and a destination processor (RTLtullmap) is represented for the fuUmap
scheme by using the following expression.

Kf'Ltullmap

H _MGT LREQ + H JV ET IF _OUT

+ (PLENGTH/ WIDTH) x (Pno,.0 . , - Pno)
+ (2 x height(Prw, home) + 1) x SWI TCH
+ DJVETJFJN +D_MEMCTLJN + DJVETIF_OUT
+ (2 x height(Pno, home) + 1) x SW I TCH
+ HJVETIFJN + H..MEMCTLACK
Here, home ls the processor number of the home processor, that is 0. Pno is the pro-

Here, order (0 ::; order < TREE) in the expression is the order of multicasting at each
switching node. The expression is evaluated for each processor in the shared area and the
maximum value among the results is regarded as the total latency.

7.3

Results

The results for a fullmap directory system when the interconnection network is either a
binary or 4-ary tree are shown in Figures 7.2 and 7.3 respectively. The horizontal axis
indi cates the number of sharing processors (N P ROC ). The vertical axis indicates the total
number of cycles required for invalidating the shared area. "fuUmap2x l ", "fullmap2x2" or
"fuJlmap2x4" indi cates that network patJ1s are one-, two- and four-byte wide respectively,
and the same representation is used for the 4-ary network. The results show that the total

cessor number of the destination processor. heighi(Pno, home) is the height of the min-

time is in proportion to the number of sharing processors. This is caused by sequenti al

imum subtree that includes a home and destination processors decremented by 1. For

processing on acknowledgement messages at the home cl uster. 1n additi on, comparison of

example, heig ht(lO , 0) eq uals 3 when the network is a binary tree structure. Pnomax

Figures 7.2 and 7.3 shows that th e topology of the network has little effect.

is the largest processor number among the set of sharing processors. The expression

Figures 7.4 and 7.5 show the results for the hierarchical coarse directory system. The

is evaluated for each shari ng processor and the maximum value for the results is re-

representati on is the same as in the previous two figures. The figures show that the total

garded as a temporary value to represent tJ1e total latency. To consider hot-spot con-

time depends on the height of tJ1e subtree which indicates a shared area. ln addition , the

tention at a home, any cycles during processing of an acknowl.edgement message at a home

topology of the network does infl uence the total time.
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Figure 7.2: Fullmap directory, binary tree.

Figure 7.4: Hierarchical coarse directory, binary tree.
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7.3. RESULTS

The hi.erarchical coarse directo1y system is now compared with the fullmap d.irect01y

4000

system. Figures 7.6 and 7.7 show the results for a network with four-byte wide paths. As a
whole, the total time for the hierarchical coarse directory system is less than for the fu ll map

3500

directory system. Figures 7.8 and 7.9 show the resttlts for less than 16 sharing processors,

3000

and are magnifications of part of the previous figures. For a binary network, the total time
taken by the fullmap directory system is greater when there are more than nine sharing
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Hardware CC-NUMA systems are classified into two categories: those which have a pro-
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.4

/

and separate memoJies are used for the directory. Cache coherence is managed by a DC

/

(directory controller) and RC (reply controller) in each cluster.
The DSM in Origin 2000 is almost the same as that in DASH, that is, uses a full map

j j-+-fullmap4x4
...... msd4x4

directory scheme. lo configurations up to 16 processors , directories are located in the main
memory, whereas, in configurations with over 16 processors, separate DRAMs are used
for the directories. Each cluster includes two processors but is not bus- based SMP, that is,
cache coherence in a cluster is managed by the directories, not by bus snooping. A "Hub"
ch ip in a cluster is tl1e directory controller and at the same time takes charge of normal
memory access.

0

Alewife has a LimitLESS directory. A Communications and Memory Management
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Figure 7.9: Magnification of Fu.Umap vs. Hierarchical coarse directory.

Unit (CMMU) serves normal memory req uests and controls directories and coherence
transactions i.n hardware. Sparcle, a processing element, emulates a fulimap directory in
soft ware when there are more than five shared copies, which is a limited number. The paper
[3] report s that about ten times as many cycles are required for software emulation as for
81
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hardware-only processing. The system has separate DRAMs for the directories .

8.2. COMBINING SCHEMES

8.2

83

Combining schemes

KSRl provides hardware DSM by a COMA scheme. Directories are distributed in the
fat -tree network hierarchy and managed by ALLCACHE Engines. The scheme requires
directory access at every level in the hierarchy because of the hierarchical location of directories and therefore carries a large access cost.

Genera]ized combining is used in our hardware distributed shared memory system . Com bining technique was first set up on the CHoPP [55] project. Thi s design uses "repetition
filter memories" (RFMs) which operate like a cache at each switching node. The reply to

DDM is another COMA system and its interconnection network is a hierarchical bus
stmcture. Directories reside at each level of the hierarchy of the network.

the firs t read request sets an entry in each RFM on the path between the source processor
and target memory module, and subsequen t read requests for the same address can be sat-

Stanford FLASH [32] and Typhoon [49] have dedicated protocol processors. FLASH
uses a fullmap scheme in which a home has linked lists of sharing processors locally. Directory infom1ation is stored in main memories, and therefore separate memory componen ts
don't exist. A protocol processor manages its protocols by executing handl er routiJ1es. The
MAGIC chi.p that includes the protocol processor is large scale since it includes internal
cache memories. Typhoon has a protocol processor which includes a SPARC-core, and the
protocol processor implements a LimitLESS directory in software.

isfied by the closest RFM. This design assumes that combin ing is done with requests for
read-only data, and that more than one read request for a sbared data would not traverse
the network simultaneously. Eager Combining [8] uses a scheme that replicates a memory block in "server" nodes other than a home. Client nodes send requests for a block to
the most nearest server selected statically. The server sends then sends the block to the requesters. Since the number of server nodes is fixed and server nodes are statically assigned,
useless copies might be generated.

Table 8.1 shows the stn1cture of the above systems. The DSM scheme in thi.s thesis is
different from all of the above systems in that. it stores the directory information in main
memories, and simple hardwired logic in the memory controller manages caches in shared
memory.

The NYU Ultracomputer [16] proposed a combining scheme based on a combining
queue in a switch. ln that design, messages can only be combined while they are passing
through a combining queue (Figure 8.1). Since the NYU technique only combines ' messagess pairwise', that is, only two messages can be combined, the effect of combinings has
a limit [35] . Moreove, each switching element in the intercormection network must have

Table 8.1: Stmcture of DSM systems.

half as many comparators as there are entries in the combi ning queue, which is compli cated, and thus requires a large amount of logic gates. The ffiM RP3 [47] was designed

System

Directory scheme

Dedicated memory

Protocol processor

DASH

fullmap

yes

no

with combining swi tches similar to those of NYU. The system, however, has two network s;

Origin 2000

fullmap

depend on configuration

no

one for low-latency non-combining messages, and the other for messages which ru·e candi-

LimitLESS

yes

no

dates of combining. The cost and size in the hardware of the combining switch were shown
to be 6 to 32 times that for a non-combining switch.

Alewife
KSRI

hierarchical bit-map

yes

no

DDM

hierarchical bit-map

yes

DO

SSS-MIN 150] has achieved low -cost combining of read requests and test and set, by us-

f111Jmap with linked li sts

no

yes

ing its bit-serial synchronized address traci11g. The increase in hardware due to combining

LimitLESS

no

yes

is 20%. This combining, however, can not improve tbe execution time in all applications

hierarchical coarse directory

no

no

because of its strict requiJ·ement for the arrival simultaneity.

FLASH
Typhoon
Our system

To raise the rate of successful combining, Philip Bitar [9] proposes the "combining window" . He claims that if each combinable message temporarily stayed in a buffering space
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8.3. REDUCTION OF COHERENCE MESSAGES
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and the directories are a hi erarchical linked list because of the system 's dependence on the
SCI protocol, which leads to inefficiency of chained access to the directories. Similarly,

move

to left

GLOW ki l.oprocessor extension req uires references to linked poin ters in order to identify
sharing processors and therefore has a large overhead. A request combining scheme is
implemented in these ex tensions as a combi ning queue with comparators.
The bit-map pruning cache [44] is a scheme that dynamically cuts messages at network
intermediate nodes. A hierarchical multicasting and combining schemes used in the system
were originaU y proposed in [42], and are almost the same as the schemes described in
wait
butter

thi s thesis. When acknowledgement or dummy acknowledgemen t messages for a memory
OUTPUT

Figw·e 8. 1: Combining queue.

address ruTive at a node, a supplementary bit-map entry is generated or updated in the
bit-map pruning cache, that is, an entry's field for the source direction in the message's
arrival is set to one if the message is acknowledgement type, or the field is set to zero if
the message is dummy acknowledgement type. Succeeding multicasting operations for the

at a swi tching node, the occuJTence of combinings increases. The concept for implement-

same memory address check the entry and multicast messages only in the directions with

ing this waiting time at the switching node is the combining window. This approach might

one in the entry. This scheme requires special memory for the bit-map pruning cache. lf

increase the rate of successful combining, but there is a danger that if enough combinings

there are not an enough runmrnt of memory at nodes, entries are easily di scarded because

do not occur, each combinable message will have the overhead of an extra latency because

of overflow and this scheme cannot have an effect.

of the waiting time.
In contrast with the above combining techniques, the technique outlined in this thesis
only requires a small amount of extra logic and a matching memory, and sw itclting nodes
can combine any number of succeecling messages with preceding messages even after preceding messages have left the node. Thi s can improve the success rate of combining.

8.3

Reduction of coherence messages

The STEM [25, 27] and GLOW kiloprocessor extens ions [28, 29] on the Scalable Coherent
Interface (SCI) [20j are examples of a system that uses a cache protocol with a combining
scheme. Although the coherence management in STEM kiloprocessor extension is basicaUy the same as the method in thi s thesis fro m the point of view of the use of multicasting
and combining, the overheads of processing are not small since the tree structure is formed
dynamically, a writing processor bas to move to the root of the tree before it does writes,
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Chapter 9
Conclusion
In large-scale parallel computer systems, distributed shared memory mechanisms are necessary for generality and convenience in the parallel programming. Efficient distributed
shared memory requires caching of remote data, which introduces a cache consistency
problem. A hardware scheme is effective in reducing the overheads incun·ed by the cache
management of remote data. ln this thesis, a lightweight hardware solution supported by
hierarchical cache coherence management and generalized combining techniques has been
described. The hierarchical. management and generalized combining work in unison. Hierarchical coarse directory used for sharing information in our DSM system is smali.er
than any other directory scheme, since .it uses hierarchical. distance between processors as
directory information and thus requires bits in prop01tion to Jog log N when there are N
processors in the system with a tree interconnection network. This allows reduction of the
amount of memory used for the directories and the small overhead of the directory access
because single access is adequate.
Overheads are raised if software execution on a dedicated protocol processor or a processing element is required for the communication processing and cache management. A
dedicated protocol processor is eliminated and low latency of communication is realized
by having a memory controller manage communication and coherence processing. We
analyzed tl1e frequency of memory reference in actual. programs. The results show that
the rate of reference to shared data is low relative to the total rate of memory reference.
From the point of view of the results and the small si ze of hierarchical coarse directory,
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low hardware costs can be achieved without large degradation of perfonnance, by locating

many sharing processors. From the results, the method is a good prospect as the basis for

directories, tags and state infonnation in DRAM main memory, instead of using separate

hardwareDSM on a large-scale system.

dedicated fast memory (SRAM:). As a result, only a small amount of hardwired logic cir-

Existing hardware distributed shared memory systems have complicated mechani sms

cuits needs to be added to memory controllers and switching nodes in the interconnection

and is thus expens.ive. Although the systems indeed deliver high perfonn ance when they

network in order to provide distributed shared memory on a conventiona.l distributed mem-

appear, fast evolution of commercial processors makes the life short in terms of advanced

ory system. Al though the simplicity of the cache management might increase the number

and latest process.ing power. Recently, workstation or PC clusters are attracting a great

of communication packets, dynami c multicasting and combining mechanisms on the inter-

deal of attention for parallel and distributed computing from the point of view of cost per-

connection network decrease the number of network massages, eliminates the necessity for

formance. These systems are constructed by using commercial workstations or PCs that

sequential processing at a home node, and achieve fast execution. Even if there are many

are connected by commercial networks such as Ethernet. These systems don't bave spe-

sharing processors, it is really feasible to employ an update protocol as well as an invali -

cial mechanisms for distributed shared memory, and communications between processing

date protocol due to the hierarchical coarse directory and message multicasting/combining

nodes are performed through not only cables and switches but also IO buses (for example,

mechanisms.

a PCI bus) in source and destination processing nodes. The use of 10 bus processing gen-

A prototype parallel computer OCHANOMIZ-5 implements the lightweight hardware

erally prevents the network packets of being quickly dispatched a.t the source or reflected

distributed shared memory and generalized combining. T he prototype machi ne is based

in the destination memory, since tbe IO bus protocol is specialized for 10 devices, it is sep-

on commercial processors and other controllers that are build .in FPGAs. The mechanisms

arated .from memory bus, and two bus transactions therefore must be processed to transfer

for the DSM are designed wi th a small amount of simple logic circuits. Performance of

data.

the prototype machine was evaluated by running several progran1s. In parallel calcul ation

The feature tl1at s.in1ple hardware can manage cache coherence in DSM has a possibility

of the nth power of a matrix by eight processors, the generalized combining techniques

that cost-effective DSM systems can be constructed when the mechanisms are added to

reduced the calculation time by 7 .7%. The resu.lts of the execution of the SPLASH-2 LU-

commercial PC, workstations and network switches.

Contig progran1 on the lightweight hardware distributed shared memory system proposed
in tllis t11esis show tl1at execution on eight processors reduces the execution time to I 9% of
that for a single processor. The lightweight hardware DSM has been shown to be effective
and realizable by the development of a real hardware system.
Processing tin1e required for coherence transactions on a large-scale system with hardware DSM mechanisms has been measured by using times required at each components
derived from operation of the prototype machine. Jn a .full map directory system, the time
required for completion of a coherence transaction is proportional to the number of processors that have a copy of a block. On the other hand, in a hierarchical coarse directory
system, a linear increase in the number of processors with a copy produces a logarithmic
increase in processing time. The results show that coherence transactions in the hierarchical coarse directory system are much faster tl1an in the fullmap system when there are
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Appendix A
Parallel Computer Prototype
OCHANOMIZ-5

Figure A.l: OCHANOMIZS .
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A.l. PRINT CIR CUIT BOARDS
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OCHANOMIZ-5 (Omnipotent Concunency-Hand.ling Architecture with Novel
OptiMJZers-5) is a prototype parallel computer that has developed to verify new mechanisms for large-scale systems. Hi erarchical stmcture for scalability, hardware di stributed

m; !ii~ ; m

shared memory, processor-based synchronization mechanisms, and a highly functi onal in-

::: :::::. .. ;.:::.
::.

terconnection network are designed in the machine. Flexible tests and evaluation can be

; :: :

done by using reconfigurable FPGAs. Figure A .I is the picture of OCHANOMJZ-5.

A.l

:~:

Print circuit boards

PWS/CR3000/ of ZUKEN inc.[68] was used when designing the OCHANOMIZ-5 boards.
CR3000 is a Computer Aided Design (CAD) tool for print circuit boards. Each board
consists of six layers; four for signa l lines and two for power and ground . 96 pin standard
DIN connectors are used to connect cluster board s to a network board . Figure A.2 and A.3
show the cluster board and the network board, respectively. Figure A.4 and A.5 are their
pictures. Table A. I and A.2 show the photo data lists about signal lines in the cluster board
and the network board, respectively. Of six layers, layer 3 and 4 are for power and ground .
Table A.l : Photo data li st of cluster board.

ILayer No. INumber of lines I Tota l length of aiJ lines (mm) I
I

3,449

35,298

2

3,263

34,834

5

2,913

26,727

6

3,124

39,738

•

Table A.2: Photo data list of network board .

I Layer No. I Number of lines I Total length of all lines (rom) I
J

10,018

2

5,244

17,452
14,546

5

4,836

10,463

6

5,83 1

19,216

Figure A.2: Cluster board (29.972 em x 34.798 em) .
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Figure A.3: Network board (29.972 em x 34.798 em).
Figure A.4: Picture of cluster board.
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Architecture of cluster board

A.2

In each cluster, there are two processing elements (SuperSPARC+ [56]), main memories,

a memory controller, a bus arbiter, and a network interface. The processing element is a
modul e which includes a CPU, secondary cache, and a cache controller, and running at 60
MHz. The module is designed to be connected directly to the SPARC standard memory
bus, MBus [53].

MBus is used for the shared bus in each cluster. Each cluster, therefore, is a multiprocessor with the shared bus. MBus is a bus with 64-bit lines used for address and data by
time sharing. The cache consistency protocol is based on write invalidation. Two processing elements and a network interface can be a bus master. The MBu s arbitration scheme
assumes a central arbiter. The protocol used is based on "bus parking" [53).
Each secondary cache in the processing element is I Mbyte, and main memory in a
cluster is 32Mbyte. Main memory is composed of DRAM modu.les. Other components,
memory controller, bus arbiter and network interface, are built in FPGAs from Xilinx Inc.
The memory controller and bus arbiter are on XC4010s, and the network interface is on a
XC4025.

A.3

Architecture of network board

The interconnection network of OCHANOMIZ-5 is a hierarchical binary tree. Each internal switching node includes a 4 x h4 cross-bar swi tch connecting a parent node, two child
nodes and a combining unit. It is built on a FPGA (XC4025).
There are two separate paths between each parent and child node, that is, one upward ,
and the other downward. Each path is 8 bits wide. Each switchi ng node has two SRAMs
(total: 128Kbyte) at its side, which is used as the wait buffer when generalized combining
is valid.
In add ition, the network board includes a controll er (! tP D 72611 by NEC [45)) based
on the SCSI-2 standard as an interface between OCHANOMlZ-5 and a host compu ter.
Figure A.5: Picture of network board.

An eight-bit processor, COSC (Controll er Of SCSI Controller) in a FPGA, operates U1e
controller.
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A.4

Basic performance evaluation

A.4.1

Ray tracing

A.4. BASIC PERFORMANCE EVALUATJON
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Table A.3 : The number of floating point operations.

In order to measure the basic perfonnance of OCHANOMIZ-5, we used a ray tracing
program as an appLication. The program is a C language program transplanted from the
original program written in Basic language [63]. As a target model, a 450 by 576 pixels
picture was computed. The picture is shown in Figure A.6. Table A.3 shows the number of
times each type of floating point operation appears in the total execution.

I Operation I

Times

multiply

240,112,818

division

9.489,750

addition

96,541 , 114

subtraction

66,809,162

square root

2,167,476

total

1

415,12o.3oo

1

RayTrace
Exec Time (sec)

IIPicHANOMIZ-5
SS·10(50MHz)
'-1 SS-20(75 M Hz)

65 .00

0

60.00 u
55 .00
50.00
45 .00
40.00
35 .00
30 .00
25.00

Figure A.6: Ray tracing model.
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Figure A.7 shows the total execution time. The vertical axis indicates execution 6me,

5.00

and the hori zontal axis indicates the number of processors which participated in the paral lel

0 .00

execution. Moreover, two dots (SS- 10 and SS-20) in this graph show the results when

......
...............
#PE

2

4

6

8

the same program was executed on two different worksta6ons, SPARCstation l 0 (50MHz)
and SPARCstati on20 (75MHz) respectively. From tllis graph, an almost perfect effect of
parallelization is seen, from one to eight processors.

Figure A.7: Execution time for ray tracing.
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FFT

As the next example, we show the execu tion time of a fast Fourier transform (FFr) program. A butterfly algori thm (Figure A.8) is used in the execution.
In advance, N / M data are allocated to each processor. N is the total size of data and M
is the number of processors. The first log M steps of butterJly operations require communications between processors. Here, we used remote write requests to main memory in the

FFT (Data Size

cluster in which the partner exists, and flag variables to inform the partner of completion
of the data sendi ng. In the latter log N - log M steps, each processor executes only with
local data.
The program was executed for N = 214 • The result is shown in Figure A.9. The two
axes have the same meanings as for ray tracing. For two processor execution, we used two

=16384)

ExecTime (sec)

2.00
1.80

-

lbcHANOMIZ-5

. ········· .

~

G·~~~~····~~~~~~·····
AP1000+

1.60

processors in one cluster. Similarly, we used two clusters in four's execution. Here, the
results of the same program's execution on APIOOO+ [19] is included in the graph.
When comparing two 's and four's execution, the latter takes a little longer than half the
time of the fom1er. This is because U1ere is inter-cluster communication in four's execution.
We can say that sufficiently good results were got fTom parallelization.

1.40

~
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~

,~--- -, ,
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Figure A.9: Execution time for FFT.

Figure A.8: Butterfly execution.
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